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NOTES OF THE WEEK.
“TAKE
a bucket of water ; stir it about with a stick
for half a n hour ; then see what size hole you have
made. Such is the effect of advice on a young man’s
mind.” So said an American humorist, and the same
might appear t o be applicable t o the minds of the
present members of Parliament. A verbose session has
been spent in discussing the Parliament Bill, powerful
arguments have been brought for and against it, but
the net effect is to leave the Government on the Third
Reading with precisely the majority with which the
discussion began. Not a member has had the moral
courage to “ r a t ” from either side. Many of them
have had their minds changed, but none their votes.
Arithmetically it is as if the discussion had never taken
place. A deeper inspection, however, confirms Mr.
Balfour’s familiar and intelligently optimist theory that
i n actual fact considerable changes have nevertheless
taken place in consequence of discussion. If they
have not as yet operated upon the only index the
world in general has of political change of opinion,
namely, votes, they a r e manifest in the change of
atmosphere and tone of debate, and, negatively, in
what men refrain from doing. Some months ago, for
example, the air was growing electric with a sense of
coming crisis.
I t was vaguely felt and obscurely
hinted that the constitutional revolution would not be
allowed to take place without bloodshed. All t h a t is
now changed as everybody k n o w s ; but the causes of
the change are less clearly realised. They are to be
sought in the dissipating potencies of what Mr. Broadh u r s t used to call a “long jaw.” The fire of revolution
has been talked out.
***

There a r e still a number of false conceptions, however, to which both parties cling with obstinate
affection. It is scarcely to be expected perhaps until
the last shot is fired and the Bill becomes an Act t h a t
the arguments that did duty on the first day of the
campaign will be allowed to be invalided home.
Nevertheless they are quite useless and of the nature
of impedimenta at this stage of the discussion. F e w
people realise the deadly effect on their own case of
a weak argument. Like the bad apple in the schoolbook moral story, it infects all the good ones in the
same basket.
Mr. Balfour and Lord Lansdowne,
usually, both of them, quick enough to abandon a n
argument a s soon as it has become disabled, have in
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the present discussion retained in their service
sylIogisms and inventions which now do their cause
more harm than good. Slow as the public is to seize
the gist of a discussion and to weigh the respective
merits of the t w o sides, when once the points have
been driven home they remain embedded there until
action is taken on them. During the long discussion
in and out of Parliament of the present Bill certain
impressions have taken root, as it were, in the public
mind. It is just these, by evil chance, t h a t both Lord
Lansdowne and Mr. Balfour continue t o regard as
still forming.
We refer particularly t o statements
a n d contentions such a s these: Lord Lansdowne’s
assertion that the House of Lords has never claimed
a n absolute veto ; Mr. Balfour’s denial that the recent
elections were fought on the Parliament Bill; his
denial that any Unionist Government ever controlled
t h e votes of the House of L o r d s ; and the contentions
of the Unionist Party in general that under the
Parliament Bill the House of Lords mill be left with
only “ a pitiful and beggarly modicum of responsibility,”
and that Single Chamber government will be henceforward established.

*

*

*

Now we a r e confident that not only is no single one
of these contentions true, but n o single one of them
is regarded by the public as true. T h e wear and tear
of facts has reduced each of them to the condition of
a manifest untruth, and so palpably to everybody who
is merely a n interested spectator and not a n actor
in politics, that their repetition by statesmen in this
cycle of the discussion is attributed to disingenuousness
or despair.
I t is somewhat paradoxical, indeed,
that a fact so notorious a s the Lords’ ancient claim
to a n absolute veto should be denied by Lord Lansdowne. W h a t is all the pother about if it is not to
convert a n absolute veto into a suspensive v e t o ; the
Lords’ power of ordering a General Election, risking
the defeat of the Government, into the power of merely
prolonging, by two years, public debate of any question without dissolving Parliament ? To deny now that
the Lords once claimed a n absolute veto is by prolepsis
to admit that a newly constituted Second Chamber
should refrain from the same claim ; and this is
obviously t o play into the hands of the Radicals. A
far manlier and more effective course would be
to admit the soft impeachment of the claim, t o defend
it on historic grounds, and to press it upon a Reformed
House of Lords. T h e immediate consequences of this
straightforward policy might seem disastrous, but in
the end they would, we are certain, prove fortifying
to the Lords. F o r damning the consequences is quite
the proper lordly attitude, only the Lords must damn
the consequences all the time.
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We shall not trouble to prove that Mr. Balfour is
wrong in denying t h a t t h e elections were fought mainly
if not entirely on the Parliament Bill. By all the rules
of the game it is obvious to the meanest intelligence
that they were. A subtler mind might argue plausibly
that the public knew nothing of the Parliament Bill
and cared less, that all the electorate had in mind was
some local interest or some perversion of a side issue.
I t is open to anybody to deny that elections prove
anything at all ; and we should be inclined in the
abstract t o agree with this contention. But since it
is to Caesar that politicians profess to make appeal,
the voice of Caesar as expressed through the electoral
machine must be taken as conveying his m e a n i n g ;
and of this, in terms of votes, there can be n o doubt.
W e repudiate for ourselves the whole ignoble doctrine
of mandate as well as referendum. But since these
are the accepted doctrines of Mr. Balfour, by them
his contention that the electorate did not authorise
the Parliament Bill stands condemned. Equally feeble
appears to u s his denial that the Unionist Party controlled the voting of the House of Lords. Nobody
supposes t h a t the control was imperative o r contrary
to the inclination of the Lords themselves; but the
fact remains that what a Unionist Government resolved
was always registered automatically by a large
majority in the House of Lords. During the last
hundred years not a single Tory measure introduced
into the House of Commons has been rejected by the
Lords.
Control over such obedient servants was
scarcely necessary in the active sense.

*

*

*

W e come now to the complaint that the Parliament
Bill reduces the House of Lords to impotence and
establishes
Single Chamber
government.
Mr.
Bottomley shrewdly observed, in voting against the
Third Reading of the Bill, that .his opposition w a s
based on the belief that the Parliament Bill will
inevitably strengthen the Lords. T h a t is n o mere
paradox of Mr. Bottomley’s to justify his almost
habitual desertion of his party ; it is the simple truth.
Times without number we have pointed out that in
future the Lords will be positively expected to condemn
Bills t o two years’ suspension with hard discussion ;
and no complaint will lie against them that they are
inimical to Liberal legislation. On the contrary, their
sole function under the Parliament Bill will be t o persist
in their enmity and to make a duty of it. T h a t is
not reducing the House of Lords t o impotence. And
if this assurance is not sufficient to justify their
wavering resolution to accept the Bill there is the
further comforting reflection that few Bills once rejected
will survive two years’ discussion in a country where
cricket is played in summer and football in winter
and politics is only allowed t o occupy the intervals.
So disadvantageous, in fact, does the prospect for
Liberal measures under the Parliament Bill now appear
that the Government are repenting of their earlier secret
decision t o leave the Lords unreformed, and are now
in their own defence excogitating schemes for their
reform. Mr. Asquith’s speech on Monday was remarkable for another of his celebrated pledges, to the effect
that his Government would introduce a Bill “during
the lifetime of t h e present Parliament.” T h e pledge,
w e hope, is worthless; but its emergence at this
moment is proof positive that Liberal wirepullers have
realised what the Lords ought instantly to have comprehended, namely, that t h e Parliament Bill so far from
curtailing the power of the Lords will substitute actual
power for nominal power.
***

T h e story of the Preamble which promised a reform
of the Lords is indicative of the amount of fortuitousness in politics. There is not the least doubt t h a t its
insertion in the Parliament Bill was due less to serious
intention than to strategy. There it was if it should
be needed ; and there it might remain if nobody asked
loudly for it. For some months of controversy the
opinion prevailed not only among the political beachcombers, but in the Cabinet itself, t h a t the Preamble
would never be converted into legislation. W h e r e Mr.
Churchill merely hinted that the Veto Bill might prove

sufficient for the present occasion, Mr. Ure shouted
the opinion of the Cabinet that the reform of the Lords
was all moonshine.
Mr. Asquith himself at one
moment applied his famous formula of “ W a i t and See ”
to the situation, and declared that as small a constitutional change as events had proved indispensable
would content the Government. In other words, he
too was prepared to postpone t h e reform of the Lords
till experience of the Veto Bill had proved reform to
b e necessary. We all know t h a t this is precisely
what the general opinion in the country regards as the
natural and sensible course to take. There is, w e
repeat, no real hostility among the electorate either
to the House of Lords o r to the hereditary principle
in itself.
Quite the contrary.
Nor is there the
smallest desire that we have discovered to make any
drastic change in the composition of the Upper House.
It w a s only when Lord Landsdowne, braving the
antagonism of many of his colleagues, took the
unusual step of introducing a Reform Bill from t h e
Opposition benches, that the Government found its
hand forced in the matter of the Preamble, and Mr.
Asquith was induced t o formulate his pledge.

*

*

*

T h a t pledge is worthless, as we have said, for the
simple reason that it cannot possibly be carried out.
No one o n earth or in heaven can devise a scheme for
the reform of the Lords which will prove either acceptable to the country or practicable in its operation. The
Cabinet, we gather from hints let drop, have already
begun the impossible t a s k by the method of exhaustion ;
they will continue it until not a formula is left untried ;
and in the end they will find themselves where they
were a t the beginning, without a plan and without the
prospect of one.. There are, indeed, fatal objections
on the very threshold of the subject at whichever door
reformers choose to enter. An all-elected Chamber,
however small, is bound to dispute supremacy with
the Lower House, and in the end to achieve it. For
a responsible Government to create for itself a master
of this character in place of the existing House of
Lords would be to exchange a Jeroboam for a Rehoboam. O n the other hand, we share with Lord Rosebery
the English loathing of the mixed character and
collegiate apparatus of the Chamber as devised by
Lord Lansdowne. We are convinced that such a n
assembly would have neither stability of policy nor
stability of moral character. There remains the
hereditary principle pure and simple exactly as it
stands at this moment. T h a t principle, w e readily admit,
will not bear thinking o f ; at least in the superficial
fashion of most of our political thinking. But it has
the inestimable merit of maintaining between the two
Chambers a difference not merely of degree, but of
kind-a
difference which, if it did not exist as t h e
happy result of our national history, we should long
in vain t o create. It would be the height of folly to
destroy what cannot be created and is yet indispensable.
Fortunately, there is no power in modern politics
capable of the fateful task, pledge or no pledge.
***

We have yet to see, however, what has been the
effect on the Lords themselves of the alarums and
excursions of the last few months. Will they o r will
they not reject the Parliament Bill as they rejected the
Budget of 1909? Until Mr. Asquith produced his
pledge t o reform their House, we should have said that
their interests would certainly lead them to accept the
Veto Bill with gratitude. After all, as w e have shown,
in abandoning their nominal claim to a n absolute veto,
their actual claim t o the more potent weapon of a
suspensive veto is admitted, and even thrust upon
them. Nor have they any cause t o fear the worst evil
which the Parliament Bill, in our judgment, entails,
the complete subordination of Parliament to the
Executive of the day. N o Executive that we a r e ever
likely to have in England will be so much divorced
from t h e interests of the wealthy, represented by the
Lords, as from the House of Commons representing,
A strong
though weakly, the interests of the poor.
Executive is much more a bulwark of the Lords than
a weapon of the Commons.
Finally, there was the
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consideration that the Government would be compelled,
by the mere mechanical pressure of events, to force the
Parliament Bill on them, rejection or no rejection, and
without another General Election. And this procedure
must inevitably involve the Lords in disgrace as well
as in defeat. Under these circumstances, as we say,
it seemed probable that the instinct of self-preservation
would dictate their acceptance of the Bill, and more
especially as they could rest assured that no further
change in their House would be seriously attempted.
Now, however, that Lord Lansdowne, o n the one side,
and Mr. Asquith, on the other, have threatened them
with decimation, their case may appear desperate.
It
will need all their reason to convince them that once
the Parliament Bill is passed neither threat will be
carried out.

*

*

*

I n their campaign against the Holmes circular the
teachers a r e pursuing the most modern and approved
tactics of discussion ; they refuse to entertain the
smallest respect for their opponents’ case and repeat
their own arguments long after these have been
destroyed. Neither in their official organ nor at the
monster meeting in the Albert Hall on Sunday last nor
in the “campaign literature ” circulated t o the Press
have wediscovered a single honest admission t h a t there
is something at least to be said for the view expressed
by Mr. Holmes and his late colleagues. Such tactics,
w e confess, produce in us the impression of dishonesty,
and of a peculiarly incompetent form of dishonesty.
Everybody knows that until Mr. Holmes publicly
accepted responsibility for the circular the teachers
buoyed themselves u p on his great name in the belief
t h a t he would repudiate it. W h e n , however, he did
nothing of the kind, but vigorously and, t o our minds,
completely, defended it, they took n o further notice of
him, but continued their stupid agitation as if their
Rock of Ages had not been rudely withdrawn. W h a t
the public desire to know in this matter is not what
teachers would like if they had their way, still less
what the mewing (we speak of eagles) brood of wouldbe officials among the elementary teachers think their
colleagues ought to want, but what actually is of
educational value in our elementary schools. Jobs and
promotions apart, is it o r is it not advantageous to
popular education t h a t the inspectors should be of t h e
same educational order as the inspected-that
is the
question at issue. If the teachers are dissatisfied-as
they have every right to be-with
their pay and conditions of work as elementary teachers, let them agitate
until these defects in their profession a r e removed. But
the mere fact that they a r e badly treated as teachers
does not entitle them to a lien on inspectorships.
*

Y

*

N o answer to this question has been vouchsafed by
any of the teachers’ leaders, and probably n o answer
will be forthcoming. But from its absence we can
easily infer the amount of “public spirit” in the
organisation. Not what is of the greatest benefit t o
elementary education is in their minds the paramount
issue, but what is of the greatest advantage to themselves. And even here their selfishness misleads them,
for we a r e constrained from long experience to deny
that, except to the handful of persons jobbed into
inspectorships from among the ranks of elementary
teachers, the profession derives any advantage whatever from the admission of its “ r i g h t to higher
service. ” Such bullies and lickspittles, indeed, as the
profession provides with inspectors’ jobs turn naturally
upon their whilom colleagues and become its worst
enemies. I n pressing, therefore, their claim to higher
appointments, the teachers a r e merely preparing rods
for their own backs. We shall not fall into their own
error, however, of supposing that the teachers on this
account have no case. In one sense we admit that
the Holmes circular is a great injustice ; but our contention is that the policy so far enunciated by the
teachers themselves would involve a n even greater
injustice not only on their own profession, but on the
schools as well. If we had the smallest guarantee
t h a t when the Holmes Circular is withdrawn, the best
and not, as now, the worst teachers would be promoted

to inspectorships, we should be heart and soul for its
immediate and unqualified withdrawal. But not only
is there no such guarantee, but no teachers with whom
we have discussed the matter (and we have discussed
it with many, including several of the leaders) has the
ghost of a notion of where to look for guarantees or
could recognise the guarantees when presented with
them. T h e guarantee, however, is simple if only it
could be obtained ; it is the right of the teachers to
select and elect their own inspectors. Nothing short
of that, we are convinced, will be of the smallest value
either t o teachers or to education. And that is the
real solution of the problem of the Holmes Circular.
***

I t would be strange if a Bill which has been received
with almost universal praise should not, after all, be
passed. Yet there are signs this week that the Government’s National Insurance Bill is not so certain of
becoming a n Act as it appeared t o be last week. Small
clouds are gathering in several quarters of the skies
and a storm is plainly threatened. W h a t is it that
has happened? I t may be that the details of the Bill
as they appear on close examination prove to contain
elements of friction which would make the Act an
endless source of trouble to all concerned. But we
prefer to believe that the gathering opposition is due
rather to principle than to practice. The formidable
dimensions of the Bill, its colossal implications and the
striking rapidity with which it was proposed to pass
them into law, have served by their very magnitude and
suddenness to open men’s eyes t o the plunge the nation
is taking into the national manufacture of paupers. If
the Minority Report of the Poor Law Commission
might fairly be regarded as taking one step towards the
realisation of Mr. Belloc’s “ Servile State,” the National
Insurance Bill may as fairly be said t o be designed
to take twenty.
T h e most fanatical sentimental
Socialist may well stand appalled a t the prospect of
the State becoming within a year from to-day the selfconstituted ambulance corps of the capitalist’s war on
society. Nothing like it has ever been heard of before
even in the clauses of the Labour Party’s Right to
W o r k Bill. T h e latter, indeed, is a mild pill beside
the earthquake devised by Mr. Lloyd George. Like the
ancient farmer of legend, the Labour Party asked for
a light refreshing shower, but Mr. Lloyd George has
sent them a devastating deluge. The Bill as it stands
is in principle the reductio ad absurdum if not the
reductio ad tragicum of all the ameliorative revisionist
Labour policy of recent years.
***

T h a t it has as little to do with Socialism as with Tory
Nationalism every Socialist worth his name will on
reflection at any rate strenuously affirm. Socialism, if
it means anything at all, means the organisation by the
State of labour and employment. I t is no substitute for
Socialism to employ the State, on however large a scale,
in the organisation, care land maintenance of idleness,
however caused, o r of unemployment, however involuntary. These conditions are pathological in the economic
sense and symptomatic of errors in commercial organisation ; and as s u c h they need to be considered both a s
regards their immediate relief, land still mare, a s regards
their causation. But it is precisely with their causation
that the present Government, aided and abetted by the
cheers of Unionists and Labour Members, refuses to
deal.
Sure of the applause of their Nonconformist
friends (and most Englishmen, whatever their creed, a r e
Nonconformist in sentiment) the Government contents
itself with emulmating the office of Lazarus’ dog and licking the sores of Labour while leaving Labour’s shareholding task-masters scot-free t o inflict on Labour more
sores. T o such a pass, however, has this dispirited
policy of pseudo-Christian statesmanship brought us
t h a t even the worst one-time sinners are beginning t o
discover their errors. If one man more than any other
has been responsible for this anti-Socialist, anti-national,
anti-manly, anti-human drift of legislation it has been
(and w e say it with all respect to his extraordinary
ability), Mr. Sidney Webb. But even Mr. Sidney Webb,
we understand, now stands aghast a t the gulf down
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which Mr. Lloyd George threatens to plunge the
nation.
The National Insurance Bill, if it is the
greatest step yet taken towards the Servile State, will
also be, we venture to predict, the last. Whether by
experience of the Act in operation, or in horror at the
disintegrating servility its existence recognises and
stereotypes, men’s minds will certainly be led to stem
the tide now running towards slavery, and to reverse
the stream into the saner and manlier direction of the
national organisation of labour.

Foreign Affairs.
By S. Verdad.
WHATEVER
may be said about this page and its Editor,
I think that even the worst enemies of its writer will
admit that it has never degenerated into a mere scarepage. Any warnings which I have felt compelled to
give from time to time, or complaints which I have felt
it incumbent upon me to make, have invariably been
supported by facts, either stated by myself or published
in the newspapers afterwards if I deemed it advisable
to hold them in reserve for the time being. Although,
then, I have often thought it prudent to refer to Austria
and the part she plays in the Triple Alliance, I have no
interest to serve-far from it-by concealing facts when
they show that Austria is not doing so much as certain
scare naval writers would make it appear.

*

*

*

For example, it has been stated by the newspapers
recently that Austria’s first Dreadnought is practically
ready, and that her second will be launched in October
of this year, while a third is to be laid down next
spring. The Austro-Hungarian Press in particular is
making much of the fact that the second Dreadnought,
when launched in October, will only have spent eleven
months on the stocks and that this is very rapid naval
construction, etc., etc.

*

*

*

In view of certain boasts of this nature, and the use
to which they are usually put by the less scrupulous
big-navy men here, let me remind the readers of this
Review of what the word “launch ” may mean in this
connection. The mere hull of a Dreadnought, according to the amount of armour at the time of a launch,
When
may be anything from 5,000 to 12,000 tons.
this hull is ready it is “launched,” but the Dreadnought
is far from being completed.
The big guns, for
instance, have to be put in, and, although they are
ordered early, they are not usually ready for some considerable time afterwards.

*

*

*

To take a case in point, then, what has happened in
connection with the second Austrian Dreadnought is
this, The keel was laid some time in November last
year.
By October next some 5,000 tons of mere hull
will be “ launched ” Is this speedy construction ? Not
a bit of it. Where Great Britain is concerned I have
not the exact figures at hand just n o w ; but I know
that we can build 12,000 tons of hull in eight months.
If we liked to stretch ourselves a little we could have
a 5,000 ton hull ready within three months from the date
of laying down the keel; and this hull could be launched
at the end of the three months.
This would be a
record. W e can do it. No other country could. In
shipbuilding we Still hold the record.

*

*

*

If recent naval statistics are consulted, indeed, the
enquiring reader will find that Germany is the only
foreign Power which can even make a pretence of carrying out its shipbuilding programme by the time specified beforehand.
The Italian warships are constantly
hung up, not from want of energy and skill, but from
sheer want of money. The French warships are as constantly hung up owing to sheer incompetence and jobbery ; so also the Spanish warships. No other Continental Powers have naval programmes worth considering at present, except Russia, who is now making
strenuous efforts to get another fleet together.
***

Speaking of navies reminds me of another reason

why Rabat, Casablanca, and the other places I mentioned last week would be practically useless as naval
bases and coaling-stations for Germany or any other
Power.
The depth of water at low tide round the
Moroccan coast--i.e., in roadsteads like those at
Mogador or Rabat-is
about 25ft. But the modern
battleship draws 25ft., and the tendency is to approach
30ft. Now, I need hardly add that no commander is
going to risk bottling his fleet up in an open roadstead
under these conditions. I t will be seen that the development of the modern warship makes a choice of coalingstations and docking places a matter of greater difficulty
year by year. Anyhow, we have most of the best, and,
if I have rightly probed the psychology of the British
people, we shall retain our possession of them for some
considerable time to come.

*

*

*

Legally the period within which the Reichstag elections must be held does not expire until towards the end
of the y e a r ; but it was generally assumed that they
would be held in the spring. They are overdue because
the Government is awaiting a favourable opportunity
for dissolving.
Unless something very remarkable
happens in the meantime, it is believed that the Social
Democrats will return with their numbers increased to
100 members o r thereabouts.
I have previously pointed
out that any such increase must not be taken as an
indication that Socialism is coming into greater favour.
The Liberals are being ground to powder between the
two opposing groups of Conservatives and Socialists ;
and this is a process, indeed, which in the course of time
may likewise extend to this country. Recognising the
uselessness of the Liberals, thousands of non-Socialist
voters are acting with the Socialists for the time being,
for the purpose of curbing the power of the Conservative authorities ; but when certain reforms-such as
making the Ministers responsible to the Assembly
instead of to the Kaiser-have
been effected, innumerable votes now given to the “ Reds ” will once more
flow in a Conservative direction.

*

*

*

As for the Government’s view of the matter, I never
expected for a moment that an increased number of
Socialist Deputies would in any way affect the plans of
the authorities, and my recent visit to Berlin has merely
confirmed the opinion I previously held. A great deal
of annoyance may be caused, it is true ; and the Centre,
or Catholic party, may make itself nasty, since it will
probably hold the balance in much the same way as Mr.
Redmond does with us.
But to think that, merely
because a few extra Socialist Deputies are returned, the
policy of the Government will be altered accordingly, is
nonsense.
The Government of the German Empire,
and even more especially of Prussia, is autocratic, and it
will take more than two or three general elections to
change this practice. I am not expressing an opinion ;
I am recording a fact.
***

Chaos is the only word to describe the state of things
in Turkey. That I have no very definite information to
set down here is due to the fact that no special line of
action has been decided upon by any one of the
numerous groups within and without the Turkish
Chamber. Naturally, the man who holds the key to the
situation is Mahmud Shefket Pasha, and he holds it
because he has the army on his side. He is one of the
few men in Turkey who never forget that hungry
Powers are waiting to tear the Ottoman Empire in
pieces when a suitable opportunity presents itself. ItaIy
is making ready for Albania ; and no doubt Russia,
Austria, and Germany will come to a more or less
amicable agreement about the balance.
***

Albania, of course, has long been looked upon by Italy
as her legitimate prey. Austria would like a chunk of
territory containing Salonika, while Russia, of course, is
anxious for Constantinople-religious
sentiment is still
a factor in this desire. Germany’s share has nut pet
been definitely agreed upon-in
fact, I should not be
inclined to look for it in the Balkan Peninsula at all.
(By the way, Albania is the bait dangled before Italy to
keep her in the Triple Alliance.)
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The Decline and Fall

of the

Labour Party.
By Cecil

Chesterton.

2.-The Triumph of Labour.
AT the end of the year 1905 there were in the House of
Commons four independent Labour Members.
One,
Mr. Keir Hardie, had been elected in 1900; the others
had entered the House at subsequent by-elections. Mr.
Will Crooks had achieved a sensational victory at
Woolwich. Mr. Henderson had won in a three cornered
fight at Barnard Castle. Mr. Shackleton, the representative of the powerful cotton operatives’ union,
neither party had ventured to oppose a t Clitheroe. The
last named two were not Socialists. They represented
that solid trade unionism that had been roused to political action by the Taff Vale decision.
The election of 1906 increased the numbers of the
Labour Members from four to twenty-nine. This was
sensational enough, but it was by no means the most
striking fact. The sensation of the election was the
number of Labour victories in three cornered fights.
Up to that time it had been almost a matter of course
that a Socialist or Labour candidate opposed by the two
traditional parties stood no chance. But in 1906 everything was changed.
Labourites were elected by large
majorities over the heads of Liberals and Conservatives.
In the Blackfriars division of Glasgow Mr. George
Barnes wrested the seat from the ablest of the young
Tory front-benchers, Mr. Bonar Law, leaving the
Liberal a t the bottom of the poll. At West Bradford
Mr. Jowett ousted a Conservative who had beaten him
by a large majority in a straight fight at the previous
election ; the Liberal, despite the support of the Caucus
and of Dr. Clifford, was nowhere. The Durham miners,
reputed the most conservative of Trade Unionists,
insisted on running an independent Labour candidate at
Chester-le-Street, ousted the Liberal and smashed the
Tory. The same thing happened all over the country.
Instead of the old uphill fight against overwhelming
odds, the Labour candidate found everywhere the stars
in their courses fighting for him.
To what must we attribute this remarkable change?
Partly, no doubt, to the revolt of the trades unions
against the Taff Vale decision. But there was a deeper
cause.
The 1906 election was really a blind, stumbling movement of the English democracy towards self-government. In fact, it did nothing but turn the “Unionist ”
half of the governing-group out of office and put their
brothers-in-law, cousins and intimate friends of the
“Liberal ” team in their places. But if we examine the
motive behind it we shall find that it was a real one.
And as a proof of this, we shall discover the appearance
of something unknown in British politics since the
Reform Bill-the real popular mandate. The party programmes were of course drafted in the usual way by
the politicians and their paid advisers, with a due regard
to the subscribers to the party funds.
I t had been
arranged that the election should turn on Tariff Reform.
But, in fact, two genuine popular demands did, in spite
of the efforts of the politicians, get pushed into prominence.
One was for the reversal of the Taff Vale
decision: the other was for the repatriation of the
Chinese labourers, whose importation into South Africa
the “Unionist ” Government, at the bidding of the Jew
financiers, had sanctioned.
On both questions the
British people really succeeded in making its voice
heard, though the politicians of both colours would
gladly have silenced it.
That meant a stirring of
democracy. On the crest of that democratic wave the
Labour Party entered Parliament.
If I wished to justify the title I have given to these
articles I should only need to contrast the attitude of
the governing class to the Labour Party in 1906 with
their attitude to-day. At that time the Labour victories
produced something very like a panic among the rich.
I myself heard a man say in a railway train a few days
after some of the most sensational results had been
announced : “ W e never ought to have given these

people votes.” The frantic language used by the champions of property about the Labour Party was in some
cases hardly printable ; the curious may find some specimens of it in some articles I wrote at the time for
THENEW AGE under the title of “Bombastes in Fleet
Street.” Nobody talks like that about the Labour Party
to-day.
On the contrary, Mr. Ramsay Macdonald
assures us that “its helpfulness has been recognised by
every section of the House.”
This remark, perfectly
true no doubt, and delightful to the politicians, will
perhaps hardly reassure those who do not regard it as
the special object of a Labour Party to be “helpful ” to
the nominees of the oligarchy.
But I must not
anticipate. I am dealing with the year 1906, and in
1906 the Labour Party appeared clad not only with
hope, but with terror, a real portent, a forerunner of
the sovereignty of the people.
Now, what would a really statesmanlike leader of
Labour-a
man of the type of Parnell-have
felt to
be the moral of such a situation? How would he have
planned his campaign after a full survey of i t ?
He would, I conceive, have noted two things.
First, he would have seen that the British people
were in a democratic mood, that for the first time for
a long while they showed a disposition to break the
power of the rich and t o secure government by the
mass of citizens. Secondly, h e would have perceived
that this first sentiment had found a profoundly foolish
expression in the support of the official “Liberal ”
gang w h o had no more intention than their nominal
opponents of carrying out the popular mandate.
Finally, he would have realised that his own party,
owing its triumph to that same tide of democracy, was
free from the ties and obligations which would inevitably prevent the Liberals from justifying the popular
faith in their intentions.
The deduction from these observations would be
obvious enough. The Labour Party stood to gain if
those who had voted “ Liberal ” with the idea that they
were effecting a democratic change could be convinced
that they had been cheated. Under such circumstances
it might be expected that they would transfer their
allegiance from the Liberal Party that had deceived
them to the Labour Party in which they might still
confide. T o this end, every instance of Liberal treason
to the democratic cause should have been exposed and
brought prominently before the public eye, and
especially every failure to carry out the popular
mandate should have been gibbeted.
The Labour
Party should advertise itself everywhere as the fearless
champion of democracy and the ruthless critic of all
oligarchical governments and parties. Thus when, as
must inevitably happen, the Liberal Government
disillusioned its supporters and became unpopular in
the country, the Labour Party might hope to gain by
the reaction.
Again, such a statesman would have noted the
election had shown that there was in the country a
certain body of opinion, the existence of which was
proved by the Labour victories in three-cornered fights,
that was, at the moment a t any rate, prepared to
support the Labour Party against all-comers. That
body of opinion was obviously the only possible nucleus
of a National Party, the base, so to speak, of all
future operations. It did not, as nearly all Liberals
and some Labourites seem to think, consist entirely of
Liberals. A comparison of the figures with those of
previous elections will show that quite a s many Tory
as Radical workmen must have helped to swell it. To
keep it intact and to prevent the re-absorption of its
constituents into their original parties was obviously
the first and most vital necessity. If this could be
done it would not so very much matter even if there
were a reaction and the numbers of the Labour Party
were reduced. So long as they had behind them a
definitely independent Labour vote they could in such a
case afford to sit tight and wait for better times. But
if the voters were dispersed there would be no choice
for them but between annihilation and surrender.
Now, to keep such a body of electoral opinion
together one thing was especially needful-the drawing
of a sharp line between the Labourite and the Liberal
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o r Conservative. T h a t some who had voted Labour
in the enthusiasm of 1906 should subsequently drop
away was perhaps inevitable.
Their places might
easily have been filled up with new recruits, men disappointed with the Liberal Government or disillusioned
with the whole elaborate humbug of party politics.
But the essential thing was the fortification of the
ground already won, and that could only be done by
keeping up a continual attack upon the capitalist
parties, and especially upon the party that was a t the
moment in power.
Every consideration of tactics therefore pointed to
the same policy, a policy of relentless criticism of the
Liberal Government and resolute independence of
the Liberal caucus.
With the policy actually pursued I shall deal in
subsequent articles.

The Perpetual Ma-in-Law.
By T. H. S. Escott.
A POPULAR French novelist has drawn a n amusing
picture of the wife’s mother, or of some other lady,
obviously designed by nature to fill that position in
her relations to the wedded pair she sets herself to
dominate, even from the morrow of the marriage
ceremony.
Not indeed that the functions she takes
upon herself can only be fulfilled by the bride’s actual
mamma. There is generally some more o r less poor
relation, abnormally developing the feminine instinct
for command and interference, ready to fill effectively
the veritable mother-in-law’s place. I t used to be said
concerning one of our English royal princes that there
was never yet one friend who stood well with another,
father who stood well with his son, a husband who
stood well with his wife, or a lover who stood well
with his mistress, whom the aforesaid royalty did not
try t o set at odds with each other. Such is the role,
mastered in every detail, by the petticoated despot
whom the French romancist had in his eye.
It
matters not that she is only at long intervals a guest of
the couple she has marked for her victims. W h e n she is
away she finds agents, who inform her by letter as to
suspected causes of contraband expenditure which
makes the gentleman mean in the matter of pin-money,
or of absences from home on the part of the lady on
visits to friends to whom, she should have bade adieu
for ever before standing at the altar with her lord and
master. T h e domestic inquisitress thus contrives to
make herself a Torquemada of private life, keeping,
whether absent or present, the household where she
finds free quarters in a state of suspense as to the
next command which she may issue, and with which
she finds mysterious means for enforcing compliance.
The professional mother-in-law-a
term including the
various equivalents of that familiar and imperious
relative-reminds novices at the game of the exasperatingly prescient chess player who amiably scorns
to take advantage of the tyro’s simplicity by
admonishing him that this move will jeopardise his
queen, that by going elsewhere he will inevitably lose
both castles, while a third alternative is impracticable
because, though he may not be aware, it will place
his king in check.
Such is a really faithful allegory of the relations
long in process of development between the two Legislative Chambers.
T h e simile has, moreover, the
advantage of including certain individual agencies that,
over and above the broad facts of the constitutional
rivalry, have from time to time freshly embittered
against each other the two parties to the dispute.
“Heads I win, tails you Jose.”
T h a t h a s been
throughout Mr. Balfour’s tormentingly accurate and

appropriate motto ; if, in other words, the constituencies
give the Unionists a majority, they are legally the masters
of the national destinies. If, as has recently happened
more than once, Mr. Balfour and his friends take their
place among the “outs,” Providence has not left them
without the means of protecting the Empire against
the consequences of the electors’ infatuation. T h e
already time-honoured device of signalling to Lord
Lansdowne is adopted; a prodigious fluttering of t h e
political dovecots of Pall Mall and Mayfair takes place.
T h e long and weary attempt to carry through t h e
legislation disapproved by t h e Conservative leader at
once becomes lost labour.
The Leader of t h e
Opposition’s will has proved itself a s absolute a n d
victorious as if he were a second Cromwell, with a
file of troops waiting to force the door of St.
Stephen’s or Downing Street. That at least is t h e
conventional view, with, of course, something in it, if
perhaps rather less than is sometimes thought. There
existed no place for the recurrence of these new deadlocks in the parliamentary game a s played throughout
t h e nineteenth, or even the earliest years of t h e
present century. T h e chiefs on both sides knew
exactly, from their Whips at Westminster and their
agents in the country, the amount of political force
available for defeating o r passing a Bill. From t h e
first that force admitted of such exact measurement as
to make the fate of the particular measure a foregone
conclusion.
W h e n in doubt, lead trumps. O n the first blush of
any difficulty, dissolve, n o matter how short is the time
since your last dissolution.
Those familiar tactics
must be supplemented by the counsel : “ W h e n the
election goes against you, stick to it that it means
nothing, and show that you intend to go on exactly
as if you had won.” A mere movement against t h e
Upper House on the ground of hereditary privilege
cannot be engineered to any decisive result; at t h e
outside, the strongest feeling against the Peers is
exactly analogous to that entertained in private life by
t h e most long-suffering husbands against the perpetual
mother-in-law. T h e thing may pass for a joke, not
too seriously resented till it becomes insufferable from
mere force of monotony. There may be nothing like
family scandal, but the most docile of sons-in-law
cannot sometimes refrain from hinting to his betterhalf’s mamma that he cannot conduct his household
without being in some matters free t o order his affairs
in his own way. T h e most melodramatic of partisans.
on either side does not believe in any serious demonstration against the Chamber that has already given
itself into its leader’s hands to perform the happy
despatch when and how he likes. Agitation against
the Assembly now so much in evidence could only be
the forcing of a n open door. Mr. Asquith, therefore,
can afford to be as courteous to the Peers a s was Lord
Palmerston himself after he had won the battle of
Paper Duty abolition in 1860. T h a t courtesy, however,
did not prevent Palmerston from carrying resolutions
designed to prevent a repetition by the Peers of the
compulsion laid by them on the Commons to secure
Paper Duty repeal by making it a Money Bill..
Revert, in effect, says Mr. Balfour t o d a y , to the
method pursued for passing the Agricultural Franchise
Bill in 1885. If, as you say, you are not Single
Chamber men, table your new Second Chamber scheme,
and then let us see if the Parliament Bill cannot be
arranged. But six-and-twenty years ago no collision
between t h e two Houses had actually occurred. There
had been no failure of attempt at conciliation because
those concerned had avoided an open breach.
The
domesticated head of a household who meekly protests
to his spouse against her mother’s making herself a
sort of everlasting Mrs. Proudie, wishes no evil to
befall the second parent with whom marriage h a s
blessed him. H e only sighs for peace and deliverance
from a domestic inquisition, in comparison with which,
the “ Holy Office ” itself was mild. H e cannot reasonably be satisfied if the partner of his home reminds
him that her mother represents important and wealthy
family connections with whom, in the children’s
interest, it is well t o be on good terms, adding : “ If
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mamma is to be banished, may I fill her place
occasionally with some favourite cousins and aunts ? ”
Can the most humbly minded and sorely chastised of
spouses be expected to acquiesce in the proposal for
all t h e to invest him with the same intolerably
irritating hair shirt, though under another name? The
same considerations that may supply a n answer to this
question will have their uses in suggesting the reply
to the constitutional conundrum to be looked for within,
perhaps, a not unreasonable time.

A Diplomatic Incident.
By Rothay Reynolds.
THEIR
Excellencies were incapable of speech for an
entire minute after the First Secretary had told them
the news.
The Ambassadress was the first to break the silence.
“ I t is a n insult to Westphalia, it is an insult to the
Emperor of Westphalia, it is an insult to me,” she cried
in a shrill crescendo.
“ I t is a mortification,” said the Ambassador, “ t o
which I do not intend that my country, my sovereign,
or my wife shall be submitted. I shall go a t once to
the Grand Chamberlain and lodge an emphatic protest.”
The Ambassadress was in tears.
“ B e brave, dear,” he said, and kissed her.
“Fritz,” she said brokenly, “ I trust you.”
The sound of her sobs was in his ears as, ten minutes
later, he was whirling through the streets of the capital
to the New Palace, where the Grand Chamberlain had
his apartments.
The triumphal arches, erected in
honour of the visit of the Emperor and Empress of
Westphalia, the Venetian masts, the national and Westphalian flags, everywhere floating side by side, seemed
to him nothing more than the hollowest mockery.
The Grand Chamberlain was engaged when he arrived
at the Palace.
He refused to temporise with the
nervous secretary, who received him. He would wait,
he said, if he had to wait an hour.
In point of fact he waited exactly fifteen minutes,
during which time the Grand Chamberlain was discussing a matter of peculiar delicacy with the Minister
of Foreign Affairs. The decision of the King to confer
the Order of the Green Canary of the Second Class on
the Westphalian military attaché had created an embarrassing position, in view of the fact that the French
military attache, on a similar occasion, had only
received a Third Class Green Canary.
“ His Majesty expressed his wish with considerable
emphasis,” said the Grand Chamberlain. “ I felt it to
he my duty to point out the obvious objection to the
course he had decided to take, but he refused to discuss
the question and dismissed it in a word. Between ourselves I may say that the word employed by His
Majesty was : ‘ fiddlesticks ’.”
“ I am aware that His Majesty has a high regard for
the Westphalian military attaché,” said the Minister.
“ T h e fellow is an excellent bridge player,” said the
Grand Chamberlain sarcastically.
‘‘I believe that is so,” admitted the Minister ; “ i t is
extremely regrettable that His Majesty does not realise
that the amity of nations and the conservation of peace
depend, to a far greater degree than is generally supposed, on the correct adjustment of questions of this
nature. One has only to think of the hostile comments,
certain to be made by the French press when the official
announcement of the honour conferred on the Westphalian military attaché is made public, to understand
the imprudence of departure from precedent.
An irri-

tating friendliness of tone will, of course, characterise
the remarks of the Westphalian journals.”
“ ‘ Snub to France ’ in enormous letters on the
placards, ” said the Grand Chamberlain.
“Followed by further and more bitter comments in
the French press,” said the Minister, “ i t is nothing less
than a danger to the peace of Europe. I shall go to
His Majesty and point out the very serious position
in which he is placing us.”
Nothing is more irritating than to be kept waiting
in an ante-chamber, and when he was at last shown
into the Grand Chamberlain’s room, that suavity of
manner for which he is justly celebrated could not conceal the fact that the Westphalian Ambassador was in
a thoroughly bad temper.
“I
should not have troubled your Excellency,” he
said, “were it not that the matter which I feel it to be
my duty to urge on your consideration, is one of importance.
I a m informed that, a t the gala dinner tonight, it has been arranged, doubtless without your
Excellency’s knowledge, that my wife is to sit between
the Peruvian Minister and the Siamese Chargé
d’Affaires, that is to say, in a place where it will be
impossible for Their Majesties to address any remark to
her. ”
“Your information is perfectly correct,” said the
Grand Chamberlain. “ The Ambassadress told me only
the other day that the Peruvian Minister was the most
amusing man in the Diplomatic Corps.”
“Your Excellency should be aware that one does not
go to a State banquet to be amused,” said the Ambassador.
“ O n such an occasion the question of precedence cannot be eliminated. ”
And then a very unfortunate thing happened ; the
Grand Chamberlain lost his temper.
He had been
harassed and tried beyond endurance during the visit
of the Westphalian sovereigns, and the Ambassador’s
protest was the last straw.
“ I am perfectly sick of you diplomats and your wives,
with your whims and pettiness,” he said. “ I refuse
absolutely to upset my arrangements to please you, and,
if the Ambassadress of Westphalia does not like them,
she had better stop at home.”
The Ambassador was purple with rage when he left
the Palace.
The First Secretary gave full details of the affair, in
strict confidence, to the Brazilian Minister, who enlivened a luncheon party a t the Russian Embassy by
repeating the story.
By dinner time it was the only
topic of conversation in the Diplomatic Corps.
The Russian Ambassador was exceedingly gratified.
“ I n affairs of this kind,” he said, “about which the
Nuncio obviously cannot be troubled, I, as the
Ambassador of oldest standing here, and, therefore, in
some sense, the doyen of the Diplomatic Corps, should
be consulted. Had the Westphalian Ambassador placed
the matter in my hands, I should have gone to the Grand
Chamberlain, put it before him fairly and temperately,
and doubtlessly have succeeded in adjusting it. Too
much must not be expected from the Chamberlain of a
Court so modern a s that of Brabant ; he sins from
ignorance, rather than from malice, and I have always
found him willing to learn.”
The Grand Chamberlain did not relent, but the Westphalian Ambassadress bore the ordeal of the gala dinner
with admirable fortitude.
Except that her laughter
at the witticisms of the Peruvian Minister sounded
forced and artificial, she gave no sign of the intense
mortification she actually felt. She forgot her discomfiture the next day, when the “ Gazzette Officielle ”
announced not only that the King had been pleased
to confer the Order of the Green Canary of the second
class on the Westphalian military attaché, but had also
created her husband Chevalier of the Noble Order of
the Black Canary.
The King’s action was, it may be remembered, widely
commented on by political writers and was thought to
indicate a new orientation of international politics.
It
was, and this cannot be too strongly insisted on, due
solely to his desire to heal a wound inflicted by the
thoughtlessness of an official.
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Art and Life.
By Alfred E. Randall.
THERE
is nothing new t o say of Richard Jefferies as
a novelist. All the critics until now have agreed that
he was simply a “ a reporter of genius,” a s Henley
said ; and t h a t “Amaryllis a t the Fair ” was not a
novel. T h e book is now reprinted in “ T h e Readers’
Library,” with a most provocative preface, wherein
Mr. Edward Garnett flouts the combined judgment
of five critics. “ O h , candid reader ! ” he exclaims,
“with the voice of authority sounding in your ears (and
have we not Mr. Henley and Mr. Saintsbury bound in
critical amity against us), a book may break the formal
rules, and yet it may yield u s just that salt of life
which we may seek for vainly in t h e works of more
faultless writers.” I t is here that Mr. Garnett parts
from the critics, and pants adown Parnassus. They
looked for the art of the novelist, and failed to find
it in this book : he looked for life, and found
“Amaryllis a t the Fair.” H a d he remembered t h e
lines, he would probably have adapted Tennyson, and
exclaimed :
’Tis life whereof our nerves are scant.
Oh, life, not art, for which we pant.
More life, and fuller, that we want.

He did not remember the lines, but the whole preface
is the same sentimental cry. “Life is so terribly
strong,” he wails, “so deliciously real, so full of man’s
unsatisfied hungry ache for happiness ; and sweet is
the craving, bitter the knowledge of the unfulfilment.”
This is a sad state for a critic to be in, more pitiful
than that of George Selwyn when he soliloquised : “ I
look and feel villainously bad ; but, Rang it, it is life,
it i s life! ” W e cannot accept Mr. Garnett’s craving
as criticism ; for we look for a r t , not life, in literature.
The critics of Jefferies have provoked Mr. Garnett
to a n exuberant generosity. H e does not announce a
revolt against criticism, but a revolution ; and, like
most revolutions, it is self-destruction.
H e is not
content to claim that “Amaryllis at the Fair ” is “ a
living picture of life,” which, by the way, it cannot
possibly be ; he insists t h a t it is “ a creative work of
imagination of the highest order.” T h a t contradictories
cannot both be true is a n axiom that is too often
forgotten ; but it is illustrated by Mr. Garnett in a
memorable manner. “ T h e strength of ‘Amaryllis at
the Fair,’ ” he says, ‘‘is that its beauty springs
naturally from the prosaic earthly facts of life it
narrates, and that, in the natural atmosphere breathed
by its people, the prose and poetry of their life a r e
one.” Therefore, says the logician, it cannot be “ a
creative work of imagination of the highest order.”
If, on the other hand, “ o u t of the splintered mass of
ideas and emotions, out of the sensations, the observations and revelations of his youth, he builds up a subtle
and cunning picture for us, a complete illusion of life
more true than the reality,” t h a t ‘‘salt of life ”
extracted by Mr. Garnett must be as imaginary as the
formal rules broken by this book.
There are no formal rules to break. T h e form of
the novel is not fixed and final, like t h a t of the sonnet
and the sonata ; but a story must not begin anywhere
and end nowhere. Life does, or seems to do ; and
“Amaryllis at the Fair ” is like life in this. Life is
chaos, and a r t is creation ; and all that the artist does,
or can do, is to give a form to his materials. T h e
* “Amaryllis at the Fair.”
By Richard Jefferies.
worth. 2s. 6d. net.)

(Duck-

continuity of his narrative, for instance, must not be
simply sequential, but causal. That this proposition
involves grave philosophical error, I a m aware. “ F a c t
I know, and Law I know,” said the Victorian Thomas
Didymus ; “ b u t what is this Necessity save a shadow
of my own mind’s throwing? ” But Science collects
facts, Philosophy relates them, Art interprets them :
and their significance is seen only when their purpose
is manifested. Life shows us character and circumstance in conflict; it is the business of Art to show
us a meaning of the conflict a n d its result.
What does Jefferies show u s ? Mr. Garnett has
said. “ T h e mixedness of things, the old, old human
muddle, the meanness and stupidity and shortsightedness of humanity, the good salty taste of life in
the healthy mouth, the spirituality of love, the strong
earthy roots of appetite, man’s lust of life, with
circumstances awry, and the sharp wind blowing alike
on the just and the unjust-al!
is there on the printed
page of ‘ Amaryllis a t the Fair.’ T h e song of the
wind and the roar of London unite and mingle therein
for those who do not bring the exacting eye of
superiority t o this most human book.” I n other words,
Jefferies did not give a form to his materials ; as Henry
S. Salt said, “his instinct was that of the naturalist
who observes and moralises rather than that of the
novelist who penetrates and interprets.”
Jefferies is constantly talking of Homer, and his
work is similar in construction : it is epic.
But a n
epic is not “ a creative work of imagination of a high
o r d e r ” ; it is simple narrative, with no more form than
a dithyramb, n o more sequence than is visible in a
basketful of tools. T h e epic is a n evasion of the law
of creation ; for the characters do not exist apart from
the narrator, and command n o more credence than he.
To obtain credence, the narrator can only rely on the
cumulative force of evidence. F o r instance, Homer
told us t h a t Odysseus w a s a wily man, ‘‘of many
counsels ;” but we need not, could not, have believed
him if he had not given us instance after instance of
the craft of Odysseus. But a n artistic creation convinces us at sight of its nature, and the story is a
progressive revelation of the attributes of its character.”
O Iole! how did you know that Hercules was a
god ? ” “ Because,” answered Iole, “ I was content
the moment my eyes fell on him. W h e n I beheld
Theseus, I desired that I might see him offer battle,
or a t least guide his horses in the chariot-race ; but
Hercules did not wait for a contest: he conquered
whether he stood, or walked, o r sat, or whatever thing
he did.” A character must stand on its own legs. By
what it says or does, it must convince us that it really
is what it is supposed to b e ; and no asseveration of
the narrator can compensate for the inadequate
performance of the character itself. But when the
character contradicts what t h e author says of it, we
can only call the author a bungler.
Jefferies tells us, for instance, that Iden had a
Shakespearean mind, and Mr. Garnett tells us that
“ Iden is a masterly piece of character-drawing.”
The
only evidence offered is that Iden was “ a n unsuccessful
farmer who ‘ built for all time, not for the circumstances of the hour ’ ; ” and the fact that, after dinner,
he used to sit by the fireplace and watch the mice as
they a t e the crumbs from his waistcoat. He was
always thinking and observing. “ Iden’s forehead might
have been sculptured for Shakespeare’s,” said Jefferies.
“ T h e r e was too much thought in it for the circumstances of his life. I t is possible to think until you
cannot act.” So f a r as Shakespeare is concerned,
“ Bishop Blougram ” is nearer the truth than Jefferies.
He leaves his towers and gorgeous palaces
To build the trimmest house in Stratford town ;
Saves money, spends it, owns the worth of things,
Giulio Romano’s pictures, Dowland’s lute ;
Enjoys a show, respects the puppets too,
And none more, had he seen its entry once,
Than “Pandulph, of fair Milan cardinal.”
If w e refuse this estimate of Shakespeare, and accept
that of Jefferies, still “ w e have great thoughts instead
of battles.” But I have searched in vain for any sign
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of great thoughts in “Amaryllis a t the Fair.”
Iden
says nothing, does nothing, indicative of greatness o r
even of simple love of beauty. H e grows potatoes,
and he comes tardily a n d grumbling to see the first
daffodil blooming. His conversation is restricted t o a
discourse on the medicinal value of common vegetables,
a refusal to g o to the fair, and a n ordinary quarrel
with his wife.
His action is limited t o growing
potatoes, eating his dinner, watching the mice, raising
a loan (security not stated), 2nd increasing the cost
of a g a t e he has made by talking to the workman
(conversation not reported) and giving him ale. He
suffers a thumping from his wife, and a constant
dunning from his creditors. I think this is a complete
summary of his existence, except that he has a bath
and changes his clothes when he goes to raise the
loan. ‘‘ A masterly piece of character-drawing,” says
Mr. Garnett.
There can be no sequence in a story that is never
told, but “ m a y we not be thankful,” asks Mr.
Garnett, “ t h a t Jefferies was n o hand a t elaborating
a plot, and that in ‘ Amaryllis a t the Fair,’ the scenes,
the descriptions, the conversations, are spontaneous
as life, and that Jefferies’ commentary on them is like
Fielding’s commentary, a medium by which he lives
with his characters ? ” T h e answer is in the negative.
In the first place, Jefferies’ commentary separates him
from his characters, and introduces a n element that
Secondly, if we are not to regard
is alien t o them.
this book as a work of art, it is open to deadly
criticism as “ a living picture of life.” A farmer who
does not appear t a employ anybody until after the
bailiffs have been in, at a time when, we are told,
h e could not “have a mutton chop without payment,”
is not true to life. Nor is the introduction of Amadis
Iden and Alere Flamma necessary to art or true to
life, f o r their presence enlightens nothing, advances
nothing ; and the fact that not one word passes between
them, although they arrive together, damns the scene
as a picture of life. Amaryllis tries to raise money
by selling sketches. W e are specifically told t h a t
“Amaryllis did not ioï a moment anticipate success
as a n artist, nor think to take the world by storm with
her talent.
Her one only hope was t o get a few
pounds now and then-she
would have sold twenty
sketches for ten shillings-to
save her father from
insult, and t o give her mother the mere necessities of
dress she needed. ” Her father complained : ‘‘ Better
drow that there fool stuff in the vire, and zee if you
can’t help your mother. Better do zummat to be some
use on. Pity as you wasn’t a boy chap to go o u t and
yarn zummat.” Her mother said : “ A h ! you’ll never
do anything at that. Never d o anything. I’ve seen
too much of it. Better come down and warm yourself.”
This household that needed money so much shortly
afterwards contained Alere Flamma, the brother of
Mrs. Iden, a drunken artist who could always earn
ten pounds in Fleet Street when he wanted it. Yet
it never occurred to anybody t o show Amaryllis’
sketches to her uncle, and ask him to introduce them
to editors ! Truly, “ a living picture of life,” if, as
Jefferies said, “nothing is consistent that is human ” ;
but not otherwise.
I t is unnecessary to enumerate: the whole book is
cursed by the same lack of cohesion, continuity and
creation. Jefferies was a naturalist, and t o him every
fact w a s equally important. Artistically, this characteristic shows itself in the failure to select significant
incidents and conversation, in the lack of form, climax
and crisis; and a dilatory method of narration suggesting t h a t anything will do. It is possible, of course,
to like a book for other than artistic reasons.
The
personality of the writer, the autobiographical interest
of his work, its sentimental associations (in this case
Jefferies dictated the book while lying on his deathbed, a fact which inspires Mr. Garnett’s sentimentally
fervent conclusion), all may add extraneous interest to
the book.
But the work of the critic is to insist
on the artistic value, and demonstrate or indicate its
presence o r absence ; and as “Amaryllis at the Fair ”
is not a work of art, Mr. Garnett cannot be a c r i t i c

An Englishman in America.
By Juvenal.
I DISCOVERED him in a small back room in a Bohemian
restaurant, or at least what passes in New York for
Bohemian, for most of the people to be seen at this
place are not only exceedingly “ respectable, ” but
serious. H e was sitting with two other men, one of
them a well-known artist.
I knew in a n instant that
the “Judge,” for that is how they addressed him,
was a character to be reckoned with; but I also knew
that he was no judge and that he had never even been
a lawyer. On the other hand, I was certain he knew
many people worth knowing, and I took my seat a t
the table after I had been introduced by a friend
present, and listened t o all I could hear.
***

I soon concluded that t h e title of “Judge” seemed
quite natural in his case. H e had the gift of summing
u p big questions in a few trite, original phrases. The
most interesting thing about the “Judge” was that,
while he dominated the company, he did not lead the
conversation.
H e simply chimed in at the right
moment with a maxim, a n epigram, or an aphorism;
and when he spoke we all listened. His a g e might be
sixty, but the expression of his face and the peculiar
snap of the grey eyes made one think of a vigorous
man of thirty. I n fact, I had “ r u n against” that rare
thing in this languid and blasé age-a
man of years
and experience who is “alive all over.”

*

*

*

I had not been sitting there more than five minutes
when I took out my notebook and coming close to the
table managed to get down some of the good things.
(‘When Roosevelt w a s President,” said the ‘(Judge,”
“ t h e political parties were like two china dogs on a
marble mantel with a Teddy-bear in the middle that
did all the dancing for both parties. At present the
democratic chickens have corne home to roost a t
Washington, and they are laying their e g g s in the next
presidential bonnet. But the democratic barnyard contains bipeds of many species, and the e g g s may get
mixed. Bourne of Oregon may hatch a web-foot, and
Townsend of Michigan may hatch a Michigander. The
political brood of 1912may contain pretty much anything, and I expect to see one o r two Mexican copperheads wriggling about among the early fledglings. ”

*

*

*

T h e significance of names came up for discussion,
and the “Judge” said, “There is more in some names
than most people think. A good sounding name fixes
attention.
Some names burn themselves into the
memory much a s vitriol burns into the flesh. The
present Senate is full of suggestive names.
Take
Champ Clark. H e is champing at the presidential bit
like a proper war-horse from the South-west. W h a t
bridle is going to hold him? Senator Borah suggests
‘ hurrah,’ and I expect to hear a good many ‘ hurrahs ’
for E d g a r Borah. Luke Lea, although the baby of the
Senate, stands six feet four in his democratic socks, and
he is likely to keep to the Gulf-stream, where the waters
are luke-warm, and avoid the political Styx by sailing
leeward. Then w e have what looks like a political feu
follet in Senator La Follette of Wisconsin. T h e name
suggests all the follies of the French Revolution. H e
h a s already frightened some innocent people In
the East who d o not understand the genius of the
Middle West. But La Follette has not got a French
name for nothing. Next year he will make the Standpatters at Washington wince ; they will call for glue
to help them to sit pat in their seats.
***

“Senator O’Gorman is a great victory for Tammany.
If a Catholic could be elected President, O’Gorman
would be t h a t man. H e is t h e greatest political event
of New York at the present moment. I predict a conbination of the forces of New York, Illinois, Missouri
a n d Wisconsin which will be felt: some time about
October next and a full swing of work early next year.”
***

After the

“

J u d g e ” had listened to what we had to
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say for the space of ten minutes, he said, “ Y o u can
generally tell when a politician has a face with the
presidential stamp; but there is more than one kind.
For instance, Roosevelt has t h e dramatic stamp. H e
did all he could to make himself still more dramatic
than he was by nature, and he spoiled the business
and lowered his natural forces.
But Taft has the
judicial stamp, also a judicial heft that the other lacked.
As for sheer carcass power, Taft has heft and fat enough
to send a whole bench of bishops and judges into
oblivion if he wanted to slide them out and down on
a sliding board greased with judicial phrases and oiled
with unctuous compliments. Considering that the two
last Presidents have been hefty men the law of
averages ought to make the next President thin, weaseleyed, wiry, and all-fired wary. But where is he? In
my opinion we ought to have as next President a great
romantic with a vision of a mystic. Roosevelt was too
dramatic and self-conscious to be romantic. Besides
he was too bourgeois for a seer. W e want someone
who will not g o to Africa to kill giraffes, but stop a t
home to kill political gazebos with buck-shot.’’

*

*

*

Blunders,” said the “Judge,” “ a r e fatal in two
things-in
politics and in love. A political boss who
commits a blunder is a man who has lost his party.
T h e efforts made to offset a blunder only serve to make
his rivals win ground. This is why politics in our
day g o swiftly and surely or not a t all. This is why
we talk of the party machine. A President who cannot
see through the ,machinery is a mere figurehead, without
real authority or influence. Now who is the Senator
or Governor of the present hour who thoroughly understands the secret springs of any o n e party? Roosevelt
understood the workings of the big party wheel a t t h e
time he was President, but t h e wheels within the big
wheels of to-day are to him a m y s t e r . ”
“

*

*

*

In politics America is entering on a mystical period.
Our Continent forms a trinity of political and social
forces with Canada in the north and Mexico in the
south. W e are in the middle plane and we shall have
t o mediate, and the political leaders who work blindly
o n the old materialistic plane will call down the fury of
Erebus and Nox, and law will give place to Chaos. If
pride goes before a fall, fear dogs t h e lives of the rich
in this country and especially a t the present time. Our
millionaires have for the most part been materialists.
They are now trying to think out a way of salvation.
Much of our enthusiasm for arbitration springs from
fear. Wealthy old men would like things to g o on a s
they are, a t least during their lifetime. They want to
enjoy all the luxuries and all the peace they can. T h a t
is why we have grasped at the first shadow of perpetual
peace that has fallen across our path in a critical and
dangerous moment. ”
“

*

*

*

Here the “Judge ” became almost fierce in his exposition of the different reasons for national apprehension.
“ From being a people of privilege and independence we
have suddenly become nervous and anxious. T h e
Japanese fill us with dread, the Chinese are thorns in our
side, the Latins of the South give us concern, the Germans make us timid, and the Socialists make us apprehensive a t home: we therefore ask for a combination
that will a t least give us seven hours’ sound sleep in our
beds, and permit us to drink the waters of Carlsbad in
July and run down to Florida for a couple of months in
t h e winter. But we are not alone in our dread. England
is with us. For the first time in history England has
no objection t o offer. For the first time in history
England is thoroughly apprehensive, thanks to Germany son the East and ourselves on the West. It is a
pathetic situation. I t would have required a far-seeing
prophet to have seen such a situation twenty years
ago. ”
***

The “ J u d g e ” here became silent and listened, while
we took up his thread of discourse and commented in
our own way. After a while he said, “Agnosticism in
the ethical world is dangerous because it leads to
nothing, but political agnosticism is playing a game of

blind man’s buff while the enemy is at our gates.”
Also, “ T h e game of materialism in the political world
is all right a s long as our enemies see nothing but the
material ; put an army of believers to fight an army
of “know nothings ” and your doubting Thomases will
refuse t o keep on fighting after a few days or weeks
of real hardship and bodily suffering. Our millionairism
has embued us with a hollow form of philosophy out of
which we shall have to emerge as people emerge from a
deep pit with great difficulty.”

The Independants and the New
Intuition in Paris.
By Huntly Carter.
CROSSINGto Paris I was given a suitable reminder
of what the new movement in art and the new
intuition really are. From Newhaven to Dieppe the
sea spread like a waveless plain saturated with
vaporous air. Trailing rhythmically across this green
plain were soft amethyst columns of vibrating light
that dipped far above and below into the sea-dissolved
air and the air-dissolved sky, seeking infinity islanded
by the vast world of consciousness. From Dieppe to
Paris there were corresponding symbols of the rhythm
and continuity of life. In the passing landscapes
stained a faint green, in hiIls shouldering the pink and
amber of the westering sky, in blossoming. orchards
shining like pink snow under the sinking sun, in newly
fledged fields and vital waters vaporous with the
fragrant stream of life ; in all these were signs of
creative evolution. Art is the symbol of infinity ; the
new form of a r t is the perception and expression of
continuity. T h e new intuition is the apprehension of
Reality underlying forms of life, of things living and
evolving.
At the exhibition of the Société des Artistes Indépendants in Paris I came across a manifestation of
art which purports t o be living and evolving. The
exhibition was held in an elongated and well-lighted
tent running parallel with the Seine.
There were
seventy rooms or divisions containing 6,745 exhibits.
At least 5,000 of the exhibits might walk into the
Seine ; they would never be missed. T h e first impression of this amazing exhibition was disastrous. For
hours afterwards I felt as though I were walking in
a fit. I was, however, fortunate, since critics with
weak hearts are daily carried out dead. As I slowly
recovered from the rush of the complete nude, and
as t h e sensation of sea-sickness caused by the avalanche
of paint decreased, I became aware of the true nature
of the elements that affected me. I then saw they
were the manifestation of a movement tremendously
big, tremendously vital ; not the mere outcome of
trickery and charlatanism, but of intensity of vision
I
carried to the highest pitch, almost to madness.
had indeed been caught in a tempest of diverse
temperaments seeking with amazing courage to express
feverishly, each in its own way, an astonishment at
a new vision of life created by the massacre of
tradition. Men and women were standing before the
forms of nature and social life concentrating their
attention, not on the object itself, but on the underlying idea, not on the so-called dead matter, but on
matter living and evolving according to the eternal
law of continuity ; thus projecting, focussing and fixing
personality in a moment of intense clear vision.
I noticed that the vision had paralysed the old forms
of speech. T o these artists words had wandered from
their original meaning; and the current meaning meant
nothing to them. So answering t o the need, a new
form of speech, new symbols were arising. From all
sides came the voices of primitive, yet highly matured,
men raised to frenzy before the happening of a miracle,
t h e revelation of some hitherto unknown beauty of a
star, of some hitherto unperceived majesty of the
elements. On all sides artists were engaged in processes involving the production of inspired pieces of
music, putting together new pictorial material,
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composing lyrics in colour, lyrics in line, lyrics in
light to the new deity, rhythm. This search for new
material, new language, new means of expression
was not beyond criticism. Not all the elect paintercomposers were masters, and not all the masters were
perfect I was conscious indeed that many of them
were incoherent, many making a fearful hash of things.
But it was, a t least, a hash of the right sort. They
were going wrong, but in the right direction. Out
of so much that is wrong will emerge something
supremely right.
Amongst the Indépendants who are exhibiting this
year, and who are expressing the idea and the continuity of things, in continuity of line, distribution
of colour and light, arrangement of mass, and
space suggesting infinity, places are due to some
In
English and American artists of distinction.
passing through the dozen o r so rooms where the best
work is happily centred, I paused to note how the
tremendously vital line in the six vivid compositions
by J. D. Fergusson-a
pioneer and one of the really
big men in the movement-goes
swinging in a vast
way across his canvases, enveloping nudes and still
life alike in a broad harmony of moving outline,
accentuating the finely Orchestrated colour, and
riveting attention on a statement of ideas, stamped
with a quality that makes even some of the leaders
sink into oblivion.
I sought unsuccessfully for
Peploe, whose recent work, I was told, had gone off
to exhibit itself in Glasgow. Glasgow needs it. I
came across Anne Estelle Rice putting together some
musical material in paint, having due regard to movement of line and balance of colour. Her studies are
fresh and invigorating in colour, and they are uttering
the latest technical notions free from clichéisms and
illiteracy. I wandered into Jessie Stewart Disimore’s
“Jungle,” and saturated myself in its delicious
harmonies of colour moving against a background of
golden infinity. Miss Dismore should decorate London
fairy plays. Lyonel Feininger’s caricatures in colour
and line nearly floored me. His figures are brilliantly
drunk with movement. They tear down the gallery
like men and women coming out of t h e Rat Mort a t
six a.m. Having recovered my breath, I turned to
make the aquaintance of two astonishing Russians.
Pierre Kantchalowsky’s search for wonderful colours
harmonies suggested abnormal demands on the
painter’s reserve of nervous force. Ilia Machkoff is a
giant. H e offered me a dish of fruit that dominates the
entire exhibition.
He had seized it with immense
strength and understanding, and set it revolving in a
perfect maze of pure colour.
Coming to the Frenchmen and others, I met the
well-known back-number, Signac, and a batch of his
followers, as well as the followers of other backnumbers, Sisley and Carrière. Flandrin, who is fairly
flat, showed me a sample of his “Cavaliers au Bois.”
Van Dongen was dressed in interesting colour.
Chabaud was out of sorts. Friese, too, was hardly
up to the mark, his best effort being a sketch of a
forest and figures, in which the arrangement cleverly
suggested the oneness of man and nature. I met
Segonzac feverishly hammering- out a black and white
nude. There was a suggestion of immense power in
his hammer ,strokes. Near by was Georges Rouault,
exhibiting swirling decorative figures and landscapes
caught in a mist of sweeping lines. Matisse was too
busy booming his own greatness at tea-parties to
contribute more than a washed-in idea of a very fresh
interior, very simple and very big in treatment. I t is
a suggestion to be carried out in the theatre.
Apparently the star of Matisse is falling, and Picasso
is the father of the new extremists. Perhaps the most
remarkable feature of the exhibition was the latest
development of Picassoism or Cubism.
Here the
attempt to express, not the object itself, but an analysis
of the underlying idea, is carried to an extreme limit.
The aim is to record the feeling or sensation created
by an object, which is subtly expressed in a rhythm of
shapes, cubes, prisms and so forth, just as Max
Beerbohm expresses the idea of character in a rhythm
of lines. T h u s the dyspeptic is not represented, but

the feeling created by the word dyspepsia.
The
impression of the latest works by Picasso and his
followers is at first bewildering. Painted in a low key
they have the appearances of masses of stone ruins
piled one upon the other.
Indeed it is as though an
early Impressionist, Cezanne or Signac, had scientifically and laboriously built up a picture, bricklayerfashion, with coloured bricks and one of the cubists had
kicked it down in disgust and poured grey mortar over
it.
But as one looks a t them the idea gradually
disentangles itself.
Thus from a tangle emerges
a woman reading a book, and surrounded by the
objects created by the feeling for the incident.
In
this way the expression of ideas or sensations
created by the insight into an object is carried
far beyond that of Matisse’s attempt to do the
same in colour. Picassoism is appealing to some of
the strongest men in the new movement. Laurentin,
Lèger, and Le Fauconnier have some admirable
examples of this kind of picture-making. Their work
is very distinguished, remarkable for harmonious and
subtle colour, and for thoroughness of drawing. The
anatomy of these pictures must be full of colour.
Herbin, who is not represented, has also developed
cubicitis.
The absence of Herbin reminds me that the best
work of several new extremists is to be found a t the
dealers’ shops where our own Post-Impressionist
exhibition came from.
The late Post-Impressionist
exhibition, which sent so many respectable persons mad,
is the standing joke of Paris. I t was organised from
the dealers, where one may discover many of the bad
and indifferent and ancient things that found their way
to the Grafton Galleries.
As a matter of fact each
dealer’s shop is a Post-Impressionist exhibition owing
to the prevalent mania for running Les Groups, as
they are called, of Impressionists.
Each dealer or
private speculator makes a corner in an extremist or
group of extremists, writes up the work, and waits
patiently for the absent-minded millionaires.
Thus
Stein has sold his Monets for £400,000 and is now
busy buying Matisses.
Vollard has got all the
Cezannes and is so proud of it that he never opens his
shop, which has the appearance of Dirty Dick’s at
Houndsditch.
H e has got so many Cezannes that
occasionally, when a visitor calls, he uses one for a teatray.
Durand-Rue1 has no end of the eighties and
nineties Impressionists.
The Galerie Kahnweiler has
made a corner in Georges Braque, and four others.
Herbin is subsidised by Sagot, whose talk on the
former’s marvellous colour and extraordinary use of
straight lines, cubes, prisms, and the placing of objects
at an angle, goes on for ever. This system of subsidising extremists is both good and bad. I t enables
artists to produce their best work freely ; and it also
encourages some to exceed the limit of extravagance.
But though the system is open to endless abuse, I t
affords the new tendencies a sanctuary and it enables
artists to be themselves. W e have nothing of the kind
in England. Hence the reason why art is valet to the
dealer.
As a supplementary note on the “Blue Bird,” at the
Théâtre Rejane, I may mention the conscious attempt to
apply the new Post-Impressionst principles of continuity, by ( I ) lines all composed to suggest rhythmical
movement, (2) by colour distribution to suggest movement, (3) by space suggesting infinity, (4) by light and
atmosphere suggesting mystery. The attempt to obtain
rhythm and continuity is indeed the feature of the production. Rhythm is suggested by cloths and swaying
columns fretted with innumerable circling and waving
lines. This rhythm is, in one scene, caught up and
repeated by the nicely related lines of the sweeping steps
and the circular arches of the two rostrums down stage
L. and R., as well as by the flowing draperies of innumerable children.
Infinity is suggested by the
frequent use of black fly-borders, black “wings,” and
black stage cloths. A peculiarity of some of the scenes
is that they are set right u p stage, the front part of
the stage being blacked out, doubtless to suggest the
infinite nature of these scenes. They have no beginning
or end.
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Unedited Opinions.
The End of Man.
“No, perverse devil that you are, a thousand times no.
Life was driving a t brains-at
its darling object : an
organ by which it can attain not only self-consciousness
but self-understanding. ”
Quoting Shaw again, and from what he now calls a
religion? Strange, is it not, that Shaw has exactly
inverted the true order of description of his masterpiece.
I t began as a comedy, it drove at brains and became a
philosophy, and now it has contradicted its “darling
object” and stands forth a religion. Well, the more
it changes the more it is the same. “Man and Superman ” is a comedy still ; a comedy all the time.
You are only entitled to criticise if you have something better to put in the place of the thing you destroy.
Mere destructive criticism -Hush, let nobody know I’m in the company of such
a mind.
Better nothing than a lie.
If you don’t
believe that, your faith is smaller than a mustard seed.
Destroy what you can and let God build what he must.
But how do you know that I have no better alternative
to Shavian brains a s the end of man ; assuming, that
is, that we have grounds for affirming any purpose in
life whatever ?
How do you mean? Surely we can speculate on the
purpose of life. Every generation lives and propagates
itself by faith in some purpose or other. You do not
deny that?
I do not deny that every generation believes in some
purpose in life ; but I am not sure whether the real
purpose is not for ever incomprehensible.
How can
life stand outside itself and judge its direction? Its
very judgment is part of the direction. When everything is moving there is nothing by which to measure
either direction or pace. It is all the same whether we
move or rest. Even supposing, however, that there is
a fixed point in our being-and
I’m inclined to think
there is-most of the articulated purposes which different generations have imagined themselves to live by,
appear to me to have been seen with a squint,-Shaw’s
no less than the others’.
If I could not suggest, at
least, a more generally acceptable purpose than these
I would abandon the problem with friend Koheleth.
H e was intellectually honest and a n artist to boot.
Finding no truth he nevertheless did not patch up a
lie to live by.
Well, let u s hear your guess.
“ N o , perverse devil that you are,” you shall not until
you are convinced that the abandoned theories are really
dead. Have you any faith left, for example, in the
theory that happiness is the end of man?
I can truthfully say that I have not.
Good, that is one thing disposed of. But you can
If
judge from its hold on men their gross myopeia.
there had been in all history the example of one happy
man the thing might have had so much support. But
there has been no such man. W h a t will not people
believe if, in the face of this fact, they still hold that
life is for happiness? However, I will say no more ;
you are convinced. But what about perfection?
“Men will die for human perfection, to which they
will sacrifice all their liberty gladly. ”
ShaveIing! Men will die for a thousand things, as
Bacon long ago said.
But what does that prove?
Only that the fear of death is less strong than the love
of something else. What we need is not merely a love
that will overcome fear but a love that will Overcome
love. The purpose of life, if it is anything, is the desire

that outlasts and finally absorbs all other desires. The
last victory of God is over gods not devils. But this
perfection of yours, can you give a definition to it? IS
it to be on earth, and will man remain man? If so,
permit me to scoff.
Why, in the name of Nietzsche, Shaw, Ibsen,
Stendhal, Goethe, Heine -Eden Phillpotts, Montague Crackanthorpe, K. C.,
Karl Pearson and Mrs. Braby-go
on, exhaust your
breath, and I will then tell you why. Because, in the
first place, the earth is the home of accident, and, in the
second, man is a fixed species. That is why perfection
is as silly a s happiness a s a definition of the purpose of
life. I t is sillier, because it means less.
I really do not see that either of your reasons is
fatal to the theory. May not accident be an ingredient
of perfection ; and is not a fixed species capable, a t
least, of its own perfection?
You are quibbling, my interrogatory. Accident may,
for all we know, be an ingredient of perfection ; but not
of any perfection comprehensible by us. Besides, I’m
not confining accident to its happy aspects; nor does
the world. Might not a falling chimney-pot mar your
perfect life even in Utopia? Nor do I deny that a
fixed species like man is capable of its own peculiar perfection.
On the contrary, I affirm that man is and
always has been as perfect a s he will ever be. There
are as good tigers now as when the first was formed ;
there will never be better men than there have been and
are. And it is one of the permanent characteristics of
our fixed species that we find life just not intolerable.
Our species is fixed and our nature is mixed. So has
it been, so will it ever be.
I conclude [that you are approximating to the purgatorial view of the purpose of life. Surely if the older
views have gone, the purgatorial headed the rout.
W e shall see. Remember that a theory that fights
and runs away may live to fight another day. However,
Happiness is gone, Perfection is gone, and now Brains
is going. Has it occurred to you to ask why Shaw
fixed on brains a s the “darling object ” of the life-force?
The reason is simple. Shaw found himself in possession of more brains than must people, and shrewdly
announced that there was northing like leather. . . .
Ponder that a t your leisure. But as an end the construction of a means is ridiculous.
Happiness is at
least an intelligible purpose ending in itself, but Shaw’s
brains are only desired a s a means to something else.
Namely, to self-understanding.
“ Know thyself. ”
Very good, but are brains essential to self-knowledge? Why, thought itself is possibly only the friction
of instincts ! Only that which is unconscious is perfect,
slays Shaw. If that were true, what would his celebrated
brains be but an instrument of imperfection, an obstacle
to the life-force? The aphorism should read : Only
that which is unself-conscious is perfect. Now the brain
is the seat of self-consciousness !
I’m afraid I do not grasp yet the enormity of Shaw’s
metaphysical crime ; but I am prepared now to listen to
your own guess at the purpose of life.
Shall I deliver it without the figure of speech known
as rigmarole? It is to give us nous enough to stop in
heaven when we get there again.
Well, of all the guesses !
“ I f ye expect not the unexpected ye shall not find
truth,”--Heraclitus this time, not Shaw. But what do
you find amiss with my ancient mystical platitude?
Firstly, what is the difference between your nous and
Shaw’s Brains?
Secondly, what on earth is your
heaven? Thirdly, what do you mean by a fixed species
getting there? Fourthly, why “again ” ? Fifthly -Have mercy on Time, Space, and Number, the poor
categories! Suppose I say that nous is to brains what
the cuckoo was to the hedge which the Wise Men of
Gotham built about it? Will that not answer your other
questions too ?
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THE STONEBREAKER.

Books and Persons.

HE sits and hammers all day long
Shut round by troubled silences,
And as his strokes fall sharp and strong,
Through the still air beneath the trees
The splinters hum like angry bees.
His work begins a t early morn,
Nor has he care for aught beside;
Indifferent, as with utter scorn,
T o Spring’s allure and Summer’s pride,
H e hammers on till eventide.
Strewn on his right, still raw and red,
Are fragments torn from quarried deeps;
About his left, haphazard spread,
Lie stones-the
harvest that he reapsCracked small and piled in smooth grey heaps.
And him beholding goggled, grey
And scarce of human shape and size,
The passer-by who fain would stay
For friendly speech, averts his eyes
And on his lip the greeting dies.

So, sheltered by the wayside oak,
A vault of branches o’er him bent,
Through hours of sunshine, wind and soak,
Upon his endless task intent,
H e hammers till the day is spent.
Then, darkness falling, from his seat
No sooner has the old man gone
Than hurrying in on soundless feet
A grisly rack-ribbed skeleton
Takes his laborious office on.
While ghostly shapes that may not stay
Pass on the road and their eyes, too,
Avoid the deep sepulchral bay
Wherein the spectre, plain to view,
Sits hammering all the long night through.
For piled and tumbled on his right
Are stones where gathered no man knows :
From holds of unremembered might,
. And vaults whose office was to close
The darkness in on nameless woes ;
While ancient fragments worn and grey,
By mortal hands to beauty hewn,
Set up for ever yesterday
And held from chance and change immune,
Await their turn about him strewn ;
With here and there, pile in the night,
Rich marbles from that palace torn
Whose high roofs glitter in the light
On undiscovered mountains born
That youth awakes to morn by m o r n ;
Dreams, too, put by this many a year,
And things more hateful still to see :
Their very selves as once they were
With-God ! the bitter mockeryThose other selves they sought to be.
All doomed to make for march august
And menial tread the highway good,
Till, in the common bourne of dust,
They lose their last similitude
To that one thing for which they stood.
And so as on the highway wends
Pale ghost by ghost, to right and wrong
Indifferent, in the darkness bends,
His bony arms unwearied, strong,
The spectre hammering all night long.

W. G. HOLE.

By

Jacob Tonson.

DRIVEN
by curiosity I went to hear Mr. H. G . Wells’s
lecture last Thursday at the Times Book Club on “The
Scope of the Novel. ” Despite the physical conditions
of heat, and noise, and an open window exactly behind
the lecturer (whose voice thus flowed just as much into
a back street as into the ears of his auditors), the affair
was a success, and it is to be hoped that the Times
Book Club will pursue the enterprise further. I t was
indeed a remarkable phenomenon : a first-class artist
speaking the truth about fiction to a crowd of circulating-library subscribers ! Mr. Wells was above all
defiant ; he contrived to put in some very plain speaking
about Thackeray, and he finished by asserting that it
was futile for the fashionable public to murmur against
the intellectual demands of the best modern fiction,there was going to be no change unless it might be a
change in the direction of the more severe, the more
candid, and the more exhaustively curious.

*

*

*

Of course the lecturer had to vulgarise his messages
so a s to get them safely into the brain of the audience.
W h a t an audience. For the first time in my life I saw
my public in the mass ! I t is a sight to make one think.
My cab had gone up Bond Street, where the fortunetellers flourish and their flags wave in the wind and
their painted white hands beckon alluringly up mysterious staircases. These fortune-tellers make a tolerable deal of money, and the money they make must
come out chiefly of the pockets of well-dressed library
subscribers. Not a doubt but that many of Mr. Wells’s
audience were clients of the soothsayers. A strange
multitude ! I t appeared to consist of a thousand women
and Mr. Bernard Shaw. Women deemed to be elegant,
women certainly deeming themselves to be elegant ! I,
being far from the rostrum, had a good view of the
backs of their blouses, chemisettes and bodices. What
an assortment of pretentious and ill-made toilettes !
W h a t disclosures of clumsy hooks and eyes and general
creased carelessness ! I t would not do for me to behold
my public in the mass too often !
***

I could not but think of the State performance of
Money a t Drury Lane an the previous night : that
amusing smack a t living artists. There has been a
good deal of straight talk about it in the daily and
weekly papers. But the psychology of the matter has
not been satisfactorily explained. Blame has been laid
at the King’s door. I think wrongly, or a t least unfairly. Besides being one o€ the two best shots in the
United Kingdom, the King is beyond any question a
man of honourable intentions and of a strict conscientiousness. But it is no part of his business to be sufficiently expert to choose a play for a State performance.
He has never pretended to have artistic proclivities.
W h o among you, indeed, could be relied upon to choose
properly a play for a State performance? Take the
best modern plays. W h o among you would dare to
suggest for a State performance Oscar Wilde’s “ The
Importance of Being Earnest, ” Bernard Shaw’s Man
and Superman,” John Galsworthy’s
Justice,” or
The Voysey Inheritance ” ? NoGranville Barker’s
body! These plays are unthinkable for a State performance, because their distinction is utterly beyond the
average comprehension of the ruling classes,-and State
performances are fur the ruling classes. (Don’t forget
that !) These plays are simply too good. Yet if you
don’t choose an old play you must choose one of these
four plays, or make the worst of both worlds. Modern
plays being ruled out, you must either have Shakespeare
or-or what? W h a t is there? “ The Cenci ” ?
“

“

“

“

“

*

*

*

Can you not now sympathise with the King as he
ran through, in his mind, t h e whole range of British
drama? But the truth is that he did not run through
the whole range of British drama. Invariably in these
cases a list is submitted for the sovereign to choose
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from. It is an open secret that in this particular
case such a list was prepared. Whether or not it was
prepared by Mr. Arthur Collins, organiser of Drury
Lane pantomimes, I cannot say. The list contained
Shakespeare and Lytton, and I don’t know who else.
Conceivably the King did not want Shakespeare. To
my mind he would be quite justified in not wanting
Shakespeare. W e are glutted with Shakespeare in the
Haymarket. Well, then-why not “Money ” ?
I t is
a famous play. W e all know its name and the name
of its author. And that is the limit of our knowledge.
W h y should the King be supposed to be acquainted
with its extreme badness? I confess I didn’t know it
was so bad as now it seems to be. And not very long
ago was not Sir William Robertson Nicoll defending the
genius of Lytton in the “ British Weekly’’ ? I t is now
richly apparent that “ Money “ ought not to have been
included in the list submitted to the King. But it is
easy to be wise after the event.

*

*

*

Let it be for ever understood that State theatres and
State performances never have had, never will have,
any real connection with original dramatic art. That
is one reason why I am against a national theatre,
whose influence on the drama is bound to be sinister.
To count the performance of “Money “ a s an insult
t o living artists is to lose sight of a main factor in the
case. The State and living a r t must be mutually
opposed, for the reason that the State must, and quite
rightly does, represent the average of opinion. For a n
original artist to expect aid from the State is silly ; it
is also wrong. In expressing a particular regard for
the feelings of musical comedy, and in announcing
beforehand his intention of being present at the first
night of the new Gaiety masterpiece, the King was
properly fulfilling his duties a s a monarch towards
dramatic art. Art is not the whole of life, and to adore
musical comedy is not a crime. The best thing
original artists can do is ‘to keep their perspective
undistorted.

Some Living Poets.
By DarrelI Figgis.

Mr. Robert Bridges.
THEpresent day is neither spacious nor restful enough
for the fit enjoyment of Mr. Bridges’ poetry. This does
not necessarily mean that his work is bulky, though, in
point of fact, it is sufficiently so. The remark does not
deal with the achievement so much a s the mood that
prompted the achievement. The age deals in excitements ; most of them superficial enough, but some few
of them meritorious and genuine : whereas, in contradistinction to the age, Mr. Bridges has purged all excitement from his verse.
All Art has its essential
ritual, whether it be the ritual of pomp for the pursuit
of magnificence, or the ritual of subtlety for the achievement of inwardness ; and a ritual is the disguise and,
a t the same time, the articulation of ecstasy, which is a
sublime excitement. The chief note of poetry is such
ecstasy ; and the higher the ecstasy the higher the
poetry. Therefore, when we see a poet setting with
deliberate intention to purge out excitements, the situation is one sufficiently interesting.
I t might, perhaps, be put in another way. A sixth
portion of Mr. Bridges’ work is given up to short lyrics,
t o say nothing of the lyrics that are strewn throughout
the body of his dramatic work.
Now the function of
a lyric is to strike the mind with one single choice
ecstasy that shall leave it perpetually enriched, even
though the memory omit to retain a detailed impression
of its cause. The mind passes through a mood of
tense joy that it can never utterly disavow. It may be
compact of its own emotion, or it may deal in the
symbolism of metaphor, but, whichever it is, its business is with a moment of complete ecstasy. Therefore,
the expression “ a placid lyric ” is really a contradiction
in terms.
Nevertheless, Mr. Bridges chiefly deals in
placid lyrics. Not wholly ; for the memory clings to

certain exquisite excitements which lyrics of his have
aroused. Which, properly considered, a r e a sufficient
condemnation of their company. Take, for example,
the following sets of two stanzas, chosen for some
similarity of mood expressed in them, and note how a
declension in poetic excitement from the first set to the
second implies a declension of poetic value :

I.
I have loved flowers that fade,
Within whose magic tints
Rich hues have marriage made
With sweet unmemoried scents :
A honeymoon delight,
A joy of love at sight,
That ages in an hourMy song be like a flower!
I have loved airs, that die
Before their charm is writ
Along a liquid sky
Trembling to welcome it.
Notes, that with pulse of fire
Proclaim the spirit’s desire,
Then die, and are nowhere:My song be like an air!

II.
I made another song,
In likeness of my love:
And sang it all day long,
Around, beneath above ;
I told my secret out,
That none might be in doubt.

I sang it to the sky,
That veiled his face to hear
How far her azure eye
Outdoes his splendid sphere ;
But at her eyelids’ name
His white clouds fled for shame.
T h e difference in these two is not the important distinction between one fashion of ecstasy from another ;
it is the root difference between inspiration and its
absence, for inspiration is ecstasy in achievement. To
achieve poetry it is not merely necessary to depict an
external scene. or an internal emotion ; and never was
poetry better proved to be transcendental and divine
than when a poet sought to achieve it by so photographic a method. Let a poet but deny the divinity
of the thing he handles, or abjure its fervour, and the
result condemns him as not having achieved poetry,
whatever else he may have achieved. This does not
mean to say that all poetry is equally exalted. There
is the good that is slight not less than the good that
is great, though there is a strange and undeniable kinship between them all.
For instance, it may be a
single, simple, pure emotion passing away on a wave,
such as :
I love all beauteous things,
I seek and adore them;
God hath no better praise,
And man in his hasty days
Is honoured for them.
I too will some thing make
And joy in the making;
Altho’ to-morrow it seem
Like the empty words of a dream
Remembered on waking.
Or it may be something altogether more notable, such
as :
Whither, O splendid ship, thy white sails crowding,
Heaving across the bosom of the urgent West?
Or it may be the poignant:
I will not let thee go.
Ends all our month-long love in this?
Can it be summed up so,
Quit in a single kiss?
I will not let thee go.
These may all hail each other, cousin, over the straits
of difference ; but they would all mutually deny relationship with :
Sometimes when my lady sits by me
My rapture’s so great, that I tear
My mind from the thought that she’s nigh me,
And strive to forget that she’s there.
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And sometimes when she is away
Her absence so sorely does try me,
That I shut to my eyes, and essay
To think she is there sitting by me;
or his account of some o r other river-party. One has
to search for his moments of inspiration among his
lyrics, for they a r e not many among the mass of them.
Moreover, they a r e sometimes difficult t o find, and for
the curious reason that they have superficially the same
appearance as their uninspired neighbours. I t is as
though the calm passage of verse after verse sharpened
suddenly and unexpectedly t o the cry of intensity, and
then passed again into its placid movements. They
need t o be taken from their context for their full beauty
to be seen. Hut once seen so they cannot fail to be
treasured tenderly.
Too often content with a mood t h a t fails from the
necessary fervour, Mr. Bridges appears t o have lost
the power of judging between his moods. T h e critical
function of his mind seems either never t o have been
present in him, or t o have declined from its activity
through atrophy. So when it is remembered that the
goodlier portion of his work is dramatic, this brings
the whole interest t o a n acute pass.
F o r dramatic
work demands above all things the critical instinct. I t
means not only the just analysis of emotions in the
characters deployed in whatever action is afoot ; it
means a mind t h a t hovers critically over the spoken
word t o judge its fitness, in matter, quality, and quanI t means also a n instinctive sympathy with the
tity.
observer, knowing that it i s there, and not in the
written o r spoken word, that the action takes place.
I t is not possible in a drama, as in a book of lyrics,
f o r a reader t o select or reject. I t comes as a whole ;
and as a whole it must succeed or fail. Furthermore,
a drama demands just t h a t very thing that M r .Bridges
fails t o achieve in his lyrics : a high mood wrought t o
intensity.
I t might therefore be prognosticated that
t h e poet without critical instinct and without passion
could never create g r e a t poems in dramatic form ; and
this is true, so far, with regard t o Mr. Bridges, t h a t
he everywhere fails except when the structure of a n
ancient story lies t o hand for him t o fill in its parts.
Let him have the business in hand of creating vital
beings who shall work out their own ends t o a destined
conclusion, and we receive such a drama “Palicio,”
To say that its
which he terms a romantic drama.
characters act inconsistently or foolishly is t o say too
much, for both those characteristics are, indeed,
characteristics ; t h a t is t o say, they imply characters,
which, in turn, imply vital beings.
But the truth is
that, despite some three thousand lines succeeding to
them, the names of the dramatis personœ yet await
actuality.
I n “ N e r o , ” in the first part, b u t yet more in the
second part, he overcomes this, and does indeed present his personages with life. H e becomes a creator,
though i t is rather the creation of the historian than
t h e creation of the dramatist. But now it is a t the
cost of dramatic interest ! T h e story flows on
through the first part, and, with a slight change
of personnel, flows on through the second part.
There seems very little reason t o discover why it should
not flow on through a third part and a fourth part,
except t h a t a man must make end. I t is not very difficult t o create a set of characters who have no destiny t o
achieve. I t is not very difficult t o construct an interesti n g story in which puppets shall dance a t t h e author’s
bidding.
I t is the eternal problem t o create a set of
vital beings who shall achieve a destiny of deeper
interest than themselves. And that is drama.
Even the characters themselves, it must be confessed, fail of dramatic interest, and for a reason not
difficult t o discover.
F o r characters live in the
lines they speak ; and by the quality of the verse must
they be judged. Speaking in the sense of craftsmanship it is true t h a t the poet t h a t cannot create subtle
verse cannot create a Hamlet, and the poet that cannot
create mighty and poignant verse cannot create an
Othello or a Lear. Therefore, t o say that Mr. Bridges
h a s purged out g r e a t mental excitement from his verse

is t o say t h a t he has shut his doors against potent
beings in his dramas, and therefore has abjured the
drama that overawes. I t is fair to say that he feels
this himself, and seeks t o overcome it. F o r instance,
Almeh in the “Christian Captives,” a t a moment when
the reader’s mind is needed t o be attuned to her own
emotional stress, speaks of the ocean thus :
Thinkst thou that vexèd monster
Hath any physic in his briny breath
For grief like mine?
T h e intention, conscious or sub-conscious, is obvious.
I t is the same as when Macbeth on the eve of tragic
happenings whips our minds t o excitement by speaking
of “ Heaven’s cherubim horsed upon the sightless
couriers of the air.” But how different!
In one we
are whipped t o excitement Co-equal with Macbeth’s
own mood, scarcely knowing of it. In the other, we
see the attempt, and are left unmoved.
I t is deeply
true that the poet cannot achieve in us a mood he is
not capable of himself; and Mr. Bridges is too contemplative and meditative for those explosive emotions
that go t o make great drama.
H e is even afraid t o venture beyond the phrases
evolved by the meditative mind, however capable of
more eager verse he be.
T h e pioneer spirit entirely
lacks in him ; and of this a very curious example exists
in his wholly rousing and surprisingly boisterous
comedy “ T h e Humours of the Court.’’ The butt of
the comedy is a would-be poet, Nicholas by name, who
(with the author’s intention t o make poetry on his lips
ridiculous) speaks thus of love’s pain:
I have compared it to a sunbeamed tear,
Whose single pearl broiders the marble lids
Of some tall Sphinx, that with impassive- smile
Dreams o’er the desert; whence ’twas gathered up
Of earthly dew and the pale sparkle of stars,
T o fall in silent lightning on the sands;
Which, at the touch magnifical, bloom forth
In irresistible fecundity.
Such is love’s pain, as it hath lit on me;
And tinctured by it I would dream my day,
Nor count the sailing hour, but when night falls
Be closèd up, like a belated bee,
l n the pale lily of death.
I t seems probable that Nicholas with a little care and
application would, to judge from this extract, come i n
time t o make a better poet than his creator. Which is
a parable ; for Mr. Bridges just lacks that pioneer
search for beauty that marks this effort by the child of
his brain. The closing simile, which Mr. Bridges holds
up t o much subsequent ridicule, is one, nevertheless,
that the memory refuses easily t o part with, finding
undeniable beauty in it, however apparently far-fetched.
There is certainly more beauty in it than lives in the
somewhat effete “ Christian Captives,’’ save for some
passages in Almeh’s vision of heaven.
Spanish
soldiers, or any other soldiers for t h a t matter, of the
Middle Ages, or of any other age, were but little likely
t o spend all their nights and days in slow procession
chanting hymns. There is something infinitely truer
t o life in the “belated bee in the pale lily of death.”
But it is born of adventure ; it is conceived in vigour.
I t is obvious, therefore, that his mood and craft are
best adapted t o dramas conceived in the Greek manner,
the sudden and adventurous Gothic beauty being heyond his reach. And his work approves this. None
who have read his Greek dramas can doubt that matter
and manner have coincided in them with the choice
happiness of success. In order of merit they are “ T h e
Return of Ulysses,” “ Demeter,” “ Achilles in Scyros,”
and “ Prometheus the Firegiver. ” In these his purged,
even bare, simplicity sometimes rises t o great beauty,
and is always happy.
T h e subjects, and the order of their events, lie t o his
hand, and therefore there is no call on his invention.
T h u s he is free t o construct his verse imperturbably.
This is not always happy as it happens. For instance,
in “ T h e Return of Ulysses ” there being but one undivided action in view, the treatment demanded is one of
swiftness, of rapidity amounting almost to suddenness.
Whereas some three thousand lines intervene between
Ulysses’ arrival on the island and his victory over the
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suitors of Penelope. T h e mind loses patience over his
interminable talk with Emmaeus, and with the suitors
and their song, because in these the action is not progressed, as dramatic action should be in speech, but
hindered. Yet when the end comes, what joy of intensity is produced in u s by the calm verse and its patient
progress! How beautiful is the language of the maid
that tells Penelope how the fight wages without, and
how deftly is the coming of Athena hinted, as with
electron spear she transforms Ulysses from his beggarlike fashion ! She says :
He shieldeth himself well, and striketh surely.
His foes fall dead before him. Ah! now what see I ?
Who cometh? Lo! a dazzling helm, a spear
Of silver or electron; sharp and swift
The piercings. How they fall. Ha, shields are raised
In vain. I am blinded, or the beggar-man
Hath waxed in strength. He is changed, he is young.
O strange!
He is all in golden armour. These are gods,
That d a y the wooers. (Runs to Penelope.) O lady, forgive
me !
’Tis Ares’ self. I saw his crispèd beard:
I saw beneath his helm his curling locks.
Such a passage is faultless, for it fulfils its own conception.
I t proves t h a t Mr. Bridges, having found his
proper theme of song, by t h a t same token has structured verse t h a t must needs endure, being beautiful.
“Achilles in Scyros ” is a s patient in its movement,
though by n o means so lengthy, and is as balanced in
its beauty. T h e choruses, like most of his choruses,
are somewhat too a p t t o be intricate; and they would
gain, being in English song, both in cogency and
attraction if they stept to a more definite metre. T h e
involved choruses of the ancient Greek a r e scarcely
adapted t o the music s p r u n g from the English tongue.
There is, however, a passage in i t t h a t rivals the description of Ulysses at fight. I t is Lycomedes’ description of the Greek fleet at Aulis. Something too lengthy
for extended quotation, fragments may yet be given :’Twas such a breathless morning,
When all the sound and motion of the sea
Is short and sullen, like a dreaming beast.
The morning mist lifted, and lo, a sight
Unpicturable.-High upon our left
Where we supposed was nothing, suddenly
A tall and shadowy figure loomed; then two,
And three, and four, and more towering above us:
But whether poised upon the leaden sea
They stood or floated in the misty air,
That baffling our best vision held entangled
The silver of the half-awakened sun,
Or whether near or far, we could not tell.
-’twas a fleet of ships, not three or four
Now, but unnumber‘d: like a floating city,
If such could be, with walls and battlements
Spread on the wondering water; and now the sun
Broke thro’ the haze, and from the shields out-hung
Blazed back his dazzling beams, and round their prows
On the divided water played, as still
They rode the tide in silence, all their oars
Stretched out aloft, as are the balanced wings
Of storm-fowl, which, returned from baffling flight
Across the sea, steady their aching plumes
And skim along the shuddering cliffs at ease.
W i t h them must be placed Prometheus’ words when he
says in “ Prometheus the Firegiver ” :
I see the cones
And needles of the fir, which by the wind
In melancholy places ceaselessly
Sighing are strewn upon the tufted floor.
These arc not trophies that Mr. Bridges has won ;
they are beauties that have come t o him in meditative
calm, and through ‘him t o us. They came when he
least sought them. T h e plays in which they appear, it
need scarcely be said, are not all of equal excellence.
Nay, they sometimes fail of a unity of effect-which is
not a fault t h a t can be found of “Demeter,” for this is
the most coherent and orderly of all his works in its
structure.
I t is, moreover, the loveliest treatment in
English of the loveliest legend of the Greeks, a n d takes
its place, with unostentatious calm, a m o n g the handful
of masks in English literature that the passage of Time
can neither mar nor stale.

A Good Reprisal.
(A Buccaneer Tale.)

By

E. H. Visiak.

AFTER Henry Morgan’s defection at Chagre in 1671
the buccaneers cruised singly o r in parties of two or
three ships and periaquas.
They lacked a n admiral. There had not arisen a m o n g
them, and there ,never did arise, a leader strong
enough and ruthless enough t o master their turbulent
jealousies a n d weld together their bickering factions.
Under Morgan they were irresistible: the Nemeses of
Spanish aggression, monopoly and cruelty ; a body
of greed, lust and ferocity, without nerves and without
bowels, directed by a ruthless and mastering brain.
They then fought chiefly on land, attacking capital
cities and bearing away great sacks of gold and
jewels. Afterwards, for the most part, they fought on
t h e sea or on the seaboard, content if they knocked over
a few sloops or barcalongas, while they waited for
their Galleon to come home. ( W h e n it came, they
missed it f o r a bowl of punch.)
They combined once or twice; once, t o decimate a n
armadillo (or small armada) in a most bloody f i g h t ;
on another occasion, with intent to smash the Armada
t h a t guarded the gallows freighted for Spain. But t h e
Armada obtained the wind g a u g e ; and the buccaneers
“ t o o k a turn all round the Bay of Panama”-pursued by
the Armada! Morgan, who was one of the greatest
business men t h a t the world has known (and one of
the meanest), had left them a tradition of method
which they expanded into a fetish. But all the information of armaments, forces, positions and navigable
approaches that they tirelessly collected, noted down,
compared and. verified, and all the charts that they
made and t h e evidence t h a t they tortured from
prisoners led to little beyond the sack of a few minor
towns, cattle ranches and sugar works on the Main.
For the rest they must creep along the coasts out
of sight of the Spaniards, who, having pulIed themselves together after the shocks of the Morgan
demoralisation, stood organised, armed and vigilant
at all points, cleared unprotected seaboards of provisions,
a n d sent out their guardacostas, scouts and despatch
boats t o watch their whereabouts and their movements.
The Dutch also were their enemies. F o r the Dutch
were a t war with the French ; and the buccaneers
consorted with the French.
I t was in such conditions that Captain Peter Pain
came t o the island of Avis in 1682. (Avis is four miles
long, about fifteen leagues off L a Guaira o n the
Venezuelan seaboard.) H e came in his foul old Frenchbuilt cruiser of six guns, t o careen, and “fit himself
very well ” ; for, after the tremendous shipwreck of t h e
Comte d’Estree,* the island was “strewn with masts,
yards, timbers a n d many things that he wanted.” He
hauled into the harbour, on the north side of t h e island,
anchored close to the shore, in the shelter of the g r e a t
coral reef that turns about the island from east to west,
and began t o unrig his ship.
In the afternoon next day the captain sat in his tent
of old sails stretched upon poles lazily concocting a
repast of roasted boobies. His frousy and sunburnt
head sagged forward, nodding in a n atmosphere of
rum and tobacco smoke. A big buccaneer carne stoopingly into the tent, c r y i n g :
“ C a p ’ n I seen a sail ! “
Pain was displeased. H e sat up, swearing, rubbing
his sleepy eyes. “ W h a t sail ? ” he asked. “ C a n you
make her o u t ? How do she steer? ”
“ N o , Cap’n. She be too far off.”
“ T a k e that glass and come and tell me when you
c a n make her out.”
T h e buccaneer retired, taking Pain’s spy-glass. Pain
sank back, dozing to slumber. H e was aroused soon
after by one who informed him t h a t the strange sail
looked like a Dutch man-of-war.

* Dealt with in “Buccaneer Ballads” in “ T h e Sea Hostel,”
which appeared in THE NEW AGE.
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‘‘My Santa Marta ! ” cried Pain, springing to his
feet. “And we unrigged ! Damnation ! ”
Slinging his pistol bandoleer over his shoulder, he
followed the other out. The sail showed some two
miles distant, shining in the sun like a white bird on
the sapphire sea. But Captain Pain had no eyes for
the beauty of it. He swore horribly. “ W h y wasn’t
I told before? ” he snarled. “ M y Santa Marta !
Devils ! Hell ! ”
He dashed forward over the fringe of the green
Savannah, snapping his strong yellow teeth in the
glare. On the sands beyond, some twenty buccaneers
stood in a company, their loose breeches bellying and
flappinggently in the light airs, their flowing hair and
dirty hair cloths shining with a lustre of bronze.
They stood talking, staring steadfastly to sea or
glancing back at Pain and the other. A man, passed
Pain’s glass to his fellow. Pain snatched it a s he
carne up. H e took a sight. “My Santa Marta ! ”
cried he, “we’re took.’’
“She be come out of Sarasao ” (Curacao), said a
buccaneer slowly. “Will you fight her, Cap’n? ”
“Fight her? Fight her with that t h e r e ? ” H e
pointed fiercely with his glass to their half-rigged
ship. “You lunkheads, why could ye not ha’ told me
before, one of you? ”
“ W e shall be took, surely,” said a man mournfully.
“Ay, we shall so,” returned Pain, “and put your
Iast dollar on’t. And all by reason you was too lazy
you couldn’t step across and tell me, you lazy lunkheads ! ”
“ W h y , what could you ha’ done, Cap’n Pain? ”
asked the man, who spoke slowly.
“Done? ” replied Pain. “Why, I would ha’ got the
guns ashore.
Not that we could ha’ done much,
neither. ”
“Well, you can do’t now, can’t you? It ain’t too
late. They won’t come in to-day, I’ll warrant you.
They’ll be afeared o’ the going in. Them Dutchmen
ain’t got t h e lay o’t like we.”
Pain considered. “Ay,” said he, “ i t may be. Well,
we’ll do what we can. Come on, lads. Buckle to! ”
He led the way as he spoke to the great canoas,
which lay beached above the tide mark. They shoved
them down to the water, singing out the conventional
“Yo-ho ! ” and launched for the ship. There they
rigged a gear from the mainyard, working in orderly
haste, to lower the guns into the canoas. Meanwhile
the Dutch man-of-war (for such she proved to be, and
to have twenty guns) had approached to within a mile
of them ; but, as the buccaneer had foretold, she did
not ,venture in, fearing the narrowness of the entry.
Believing that the buccaneers were trapped, she determind to wait and warp in next day. As the
buccaneers lowered the first gun she began to fire a t
them as she lay plunging in a smother.
The buccaneers continued their work, cursing as the
round shot whistled over them ; but Captain Pain stood
up a t the falls and shook his clenched fist.
‘‘Come on, ye cursed Dutch dogs ! ” he yelled.
“Come in here, and I’ll send ye whining to yer kennels
in hell ! ”
The shooting was poor and hurt no man. Soon it
ceased, and the man-of-war removed to smoother water.
It was near sunset. The buccaneers had got ashore
four of their guns. As they were lowering the fifth
Pain saw a Dutch sloop (he knew her by her build)
near the west end of the island turning to get into the
road. “Good luck ! ” said he. “ M y Santa Marta ! ”
‘‘Now- we be took, surely,” said a buccaneer, who
had followed the Captain’s gaze. “ D o you sec that
sloop, Cap’n? She be Dutch.”
Pain laughed. “ Now, don’t you be weepin’ your
old eyes out by reason o’ that sloop,” said he. “Dutch
she is, as any swab can see. Lads! ” cried he, turning
to t h e others, “w’e shall take her and away in her ! ”
They answered with a roar of acclamation.
Get
them two guns in,” Pain added, “and then ashore with
ye. Buckle to ! ”
They drove the loaded and lumbering canoas
“

crashing through the water, sprang ashore and turned
the guns out.
The sun had set, and they saw the Dutch sloop at
the evening anchor. When it was dark they launched
forth in the canoas.
Captain Pain went away in the Dutch sloop. I t was
a very excellent Dutch sloop. He left his rotten old
French cruiser for the Dutch man-of-war. He took his
guns.

The Paschal Lamb.
A Genuine Episode.
Chronicled by Leopold Spero.
D. JOAO PAULINO,
Bispo de Macau, was taking a little
jaunt from Hong Kong to Singapore on the halfempty and wholly dull P. and O . mail that runs every
fortnight, with a regularity that might be better
employed, from the China ports to Bombay. The
ecclesiastical mind is either deeply ascetic or frankly
epicurean, and His Excellency the Bishop was not
any kind of an ascetic. Rather did he approximate
to the jolly abbot of Chaucer’s Prologue, to Father
O’Flynn, o r to one of our English hunting parsons ;
he was most assuredly “in good point,” a s his ample
red-braided waistcoat proclaimed. To his own prosperity and to that of his Church the massive gold crucifix that adorned his amplitude, and the heavy chain
wherefrom it hung, bore symbolic witness. His temper
was placid, as befits one whose voyages have been made
along the smooth waters of material prosperity. He
talked pleasantly, emphasising his remarks with
paternal taps on the shoulder; and if he was not a
militant pillar of learning (pardon the phrase), the Latin
he spoke to me was no worse than the Latin I spoke
to him.
Padre A. M. de Moraes Sarmento, Secretario de
Exmo e Reumo Snr Bispo de Macau, was a much
younger man, and less jovial ,perhaps ; but he looked
a s if he might acquire his patron’s joviality with his
patron’s years. Just now he was a trifle too earnest
to be a real social success. But he had good, if not
distinguished features, and ladies admired his blue eyes.
H e was taking advantage of the seclusion on board
to try and grow a beard, a thing no man, not even a
priest, dare do openly. And his other principal occupation seemed t o be to wake His Excellency, who was a
little deaf, t o the stern realities of existence as soon
as the first notes of the dinner bugle or the call to lunch
or breakfast were sounded.
The Bishop would sit in massive state on the
promenade deck, enchaired outside his cabin porthole ;
and the black Goanese steward boys, as they passed,
sometimes knelt down before him to receive the benediction of his fat fingers. Then he would unfold his
three-days-old papers and read the latest telegrams
from Europe, shaking his head a t the wickedness of
the revolutionary ruffians from Lisbon. “Tété ! What
a misfortune! What a calamity €or the poor country! ”
He talked to me of whatever I cared to discuss : but
mostly it was of universities and churches and the
times when he had been to Rome to see the Pope.
Now and again it was of the delights of green and
palmy Java, and his pleasant cruise that he had to take
to visit some of his less-acquainted flock in the
Portuguese half of distant Timor. Of the fallen state
of his Church and temporal pou-er in these rich islands
that she had ruled two hundred years since, he did not
think, nor waste his regrets over what was done.
The heretics were in Manila; but considering how well
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he got on with these and other heretics from H o n g
Kong to Colombo and across to Samarang, and considering also how much simpler it w a s t o leave the
heretics to their own spiritual misguidedness, while
giving and taking freely with them in the social linewhy, life wasn’t so bad after all, even for a China
priest, so long as he kept his good temper and a calm
outlook on life.
But the reverend secretary, being a n earnest young
man, liked talking of things more serious. H e did
not discuss the shortcomings of the disturbers in
Lisbon and their imitators in Macao with the complacency of his master. H e poured into my sympathetic
ears a very cornucopia of complaint. “These fel-lows
are no good. They do not understand anything, only
to make trouble.” H e spoke English with a n accent,
but more freely than the carefully thought out syntax
of His Excellency the Bishop. “They a r e atheist ;
they have n o religion. They do not care for law or
for education. It is not they t h a t seek the good of
Portugal.” Thus he went on in tones of personal
aggrievement. And at length becoming bored with
the affair, especially at hearing only that side which
was not t o my liking, I switched the conversation on
t o more diverting lines. He had asked me where I
was going, and I gave him the answer of the week ;
for I weave a different romance about myself every
seven days, and masquerade in talk for that period
according to my fancy. By this means I save telling
my business to all a n d sundry, avoid the reputation of
closeness, and exercise a n imagination that has ever
chafed against rustiness and inaction. For his part,
the reverend secretary spoke of his travels with the
Bishop, and when I said I was going to Java, enlarged
upon the beauties of that island with the disinterested
fervour of a Cook’s agent. Volcanoes, jungles, the
strange deshabille of Batavian society, whose ladies
come down to breakfast at the hotels in one voluminous,
but only, garment-all was mighty well expounded and
dilated on ; till I began to think that’ His Excellency
and His Excellency’s secretary must have had some
high old times together, taking things by and large.
Other lands, too, claimed the embrace of our
rambling discussion, for, though His Excellency’s
parish was no more than South China and Eastern
Polynesia, it was not to be supposed that he let the
rest of the world spin round uncensored by his not too
critical eye. On those rare visits t o Rome, the opportunity to take in dishes of travel not on the table d’hôte
was too good to be lost.
“You have been to the Holy Land with His Excellency? ” I ventured, after some talk.
“Ah, yes! I t is beautiful. Jerusalem has so much
of colour. You must g o t o Jerusalem.”
“ I intend to, but I hear it is so expensive for
tourists. ”
“ W h y expensive? In Jerusalem, you need not g o t o
the hotels.”
“ W h e r e else, then? ”
“There is the Hospice. The Church keeps it up.
Every week in all our churches a collection is taken
to defray the expenses of those pious ones who make
the journey to the Holy City. They a r e called-how
do you say it?-pilgrims.
Ah, yes. You must go a s
a pilgrim. So, there is nothing t o pay. I t is a pious
act, and the Church pays all.”
“ B u t I suppose you could make a donation, like at
the St. Bernard in the Alps? ”
“Yes. But you must wrap your donation in a piece
of paper and then put it in a box. No one sees. Above
all, you must not give anything t o the servants. T h a t
is forbidden-for them to take and for you t o give.”
I smiled. I t was strange to see the mother of the
Church so up t o date and Lyonnesque in her capacity
a s caterers. Under the very walls that once girded
the Palace of Solomon, the whim of fate had seen fit to
instil all the precepts that now hold good in the Palace
of the Strand.
The secretary went on.

“ I t is beautiful, Jerusalem. There is so much to see,
You will g o to the Mosque of O m a r ? ”
“Certainly. Is it not one of the sights? ”
“ Y e s . But I must warn you not to go alone,
unguarded. ”
This was news.
Extortion practised upon tourists
under the Ottoman régime was no news t o me. But
I had never heard of violence being practised. Perhaps
the devout Mussulman considered it sacrilege for t h e
Kafir to enter his mosque. But surely those precincts
were holy not to Mohammedanism alone!
The
secretary enjoyed my wonderment, and seemed to be
rolling on his tongue with g r e a t luxury the tit-bit of
information he had in store for me. H e waited for m e
t o a s k the explanation.
Now mark how utterly I missed his real meaning,
and judge from that of its reasonableness.
In my
talks with him I had found him sensible and worldlywise, except where we touched on scientific facts that
were too strong medicine for Roman orthodoxy. And
even in such cases it was possibly the cream of worldly
wisdom to be so utterly narrow and reactionary as h e
was. And that, in a priest of his mould, I could
understand. But what followed was surely more than
ignorance, and scarcely t o be understood.
“ W h a t danger would there be for me in visiting t h e
Mosque of O m a r ? ” I asked.
“ D a n g e r ! I t is where the Jews are. Ah! those
fel-lows !
W h e n they have their Easter-is
it
not--?”
“ Passover,” I corrected, with inartistic glibness.
H e locked at me rather sharply, as if wondering how
I knew.
“ Ah ! Passover.
Yes. They must celebrate, always,
with blood. Blood. And if you come by, a Christian,
”
without a guard-The sentence closed in a n expressive shrug of the
shoulders.
I looked shocked. I was indeed shocked, but not
for the reasons he would have‘ given. H e seemed to
enjoy my surprise a t the revelation even more than he
had enjoyed my impatience in waiting for it.
“Surely they would not attack m e ? ” I said.
“Assuredly they will. I know. I was there.”
I did not a s k him whether he himself witnessed the
business. But he meant me to understand him so.
“ B u t really. D o they d o this, in this century? ”
“ Ye-es.
I have seen the fel-lows. They have great
long beards ”-he
swept a n expressive hand outward
from his chin-“and
they are standing with big
pikes--”
“ Spears,” I corrected.
“ Y e s ; spears. And they look a t you-oh ! how? ”
“ Extremely
interesting,” I murmured.
“I
shalI
have to be careful.”
I was sorely tempted to ask him whether I personally,
being myself of the ancient faith, would not be spared
the pike, or whether my--shall I say Christian?-getup would condemn me. But I was chary of making
the revelation to this simple-minded ecclesiastic. Such
a wolf in such very sheepish clothing! How would he
take the news that the mild and somewhat tiresome
questioner, who had listened and walked by his side
while he crushed Darwin and mangled Renan and made
skittles of Haeckel with the eminently reasonable
arguments of the Vatican, was, in fact, none other
than one of the cannibals-a drinker of Christian blood
a t the heathen orgies of a Jewish passover. I t was
a dilemma, and I cut the difficulty by saying goodnight.
W h a t I gained, of course, was a new experience. I
had heard of people before who believed in the Blood
Accusation, but had never met any. I thought one
required to go t o the squalor of a Russian village o r
the muck heaps of Rumania for such a n encounter.
But this man was not ignorant, as the world counts
ignorance, nor was his influence slight among other
men. Furthermore, he professed to be a servant of
Truth.
Of course, it is comical enough. But has it not
about it something also of the tragic?
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Lectures on Drama.
By William Poel.
WELSHCARLYLE
remarks in one of her published
letters t h a t she has been reading “ Love’s Labour Lost ”
and “found it uncommonly dull.” Is the play dull or
JANE

was the reader’s judgment a t fault? Robert Louis
Stevenson is of opinion that reading a play “ i s a knack,
the fruit of much knowledge and some imagination
comparable in music with that of reading ‘ Score,’ the
reader is apt to miss the proper point of view.” This
is the possible explanation of Mrs. Carlyle’s criticism.
There a r e many reasons why reading to oneself from
the printed page is a n inefficient test of the merit of a
play.
In the first place t h e drama of Shakespeare is
written t o be spoken, and has special laws of it own.
There is, so to speak, a grammar for conversation and
a grammar for composition, because in one case it is
the ear that must be satisfied and in the other the eye.
Moreover, when the language t o be spoken is verse,
harmony and melody become part of the structure, and
it is not until t h e words receive a suitable delivery that
they can be fully appreciated. In fact, dramatic poetry,
so long as it remains unspoken, to a great extent may
be compared with a composer’s libretto; it is something that is incomplete. T h e music, which in this case
is elocution, must be added. Nor can characterisation
be treated in drama as a thing apart from elocution,
“you must allow vox ” as the clown very wisely says in
“Twelfth Night ” when he wishes to mimic the madman, Malvolio. A teacher of a timid disposition and a
hesitating manner, with a voice essentially feminine, will
never convince her scholars that the hero of Agincourt is a warrior: a t least, not when she is reading
aloud his battle speeches to a room full of children The
interest of Drama depends also upon movement, of which
the printed page often gives no information.
Action
will give point to words which in themselves may be
commonplace.
Even the most celebrated passages in
a play are not great simply because they are pre-eminent
in beauty of idea and felicity of expression, but because
they carry with them dramatic force by being appropriate to character and situation. I t may then justly be
inferred that a play originally written t o be acted on the
stage is not the same thing when it is published to be
read, and Molière emphasises this point in his preface
to the “ Précieuses Ridicules. ”
On the other hand there will be a legitimate desire t o
read a play after it has once been acted. The printed
play then becomes, in the fullest sense of the word, a
libretto. While the eye scans the words in the playbook the mind recalls the tones of t h e actor’s voice, the
movement of the characters, the stage pictures, and
then once more the play lives in the reader’s mind.
Before Ford, Middleton, o r Ben Jonson can be read
with pleasure by anyone but the expert or the scholar
their plays need to be revived upon the stage. Thousands of copies of the morality play “Everyman ” have
been sold since its recent revival, but those who read
the play without first seeing it acted failed to realise
its merit; it aroused no interest for them.
I t is often stated that it is more profitable to stop at
home and read Shakespeare than to g o to the theatre
But in so f a r as this question
and see him acted.
affects the majority of English readers it may be safely
asserted that Shakespeare is not read at home and
Shakespeare will never be read a t home in a general
way until he is seen oftener acted on the stage under
intelligent conditions. A variety of editions of his plays
are published yearly, but excepting for class instruction
they are not commonly read. If the books are bought
by the general public they are bought for the sake of
t h e binding, o r the illustrations, o r because some popular
actor or editor has written the preface: or it may be
that the book is purchased merely a s an investment
because it may one day sell for more than has been
paid for it.
Even the standard plays, other than
Shakespeare’s, which come out occasionally in neat
little volumes, so tempting as a n ornament to the bookcase, are either not read or not understood. The present writer seeing one of these little volumes-it
was

Webster’s tragedy “ The Duchess of Malfi ”--in a bookcase told its owner that the play was shortly to be
revived by the Elizabethan Stage Society. T h e book
was then taken down and read and a severe criticism
made upon the waste of time and money involved in
reviving “ such obsolete rubbish.” When also it became
known that the Society would produce Ben Jonson’s
“ Alchemist,’’
there was shown much eagerness t o
obtain the newly published edition of the play, and as a
consequence the Society’s secretary was inundated with
letters from members complaining of the intention t o
revive such a dull and uninteresting play.
The
“ Alchemist,” however, proved to be, in representation,
one of the most popular of t h e Society’s productions.
In the face of experience of this kind it is not surprising
if one arrives at the conclusion that to publish unacted
plays does little to advance the study of classical
drama ; it is merely a form of literary commercialism ;
and in reality publication does the reverse of the good
The readers like the binding, the
that is intended.
pictures, and the preface, but have no good word t o say
about the play, and no curiosity is excited to see it acted.
The special kind of knowledge and imagination which
will enable them to understand the play is wanting. To
the reader it is, as unlike life as the appearance of
a skeleton is unlike the symmetry of the human form.
Besides, not only is Shakespeare little read in this
country but the authorised teaching of Shakespeare
in o u r Classrooms tends indirectly to banish the poet
not merely from the stage, but also from the readingroom. Here, again, educational commercialism seems
to hamper the promotion of real education. The plays
of Shakespeare are not brought before students in a
way that will, by the quickest and most direct means,
establish a n interest in his writings. The method of
teaching naturally turns upon the question of what
is the most vital part of a play-the
drama or t h e
literature, the characters and the incidents or the
grammar and the philosophy. Shakespeare’s philosophy
has for so long been the staple theme of commentators
that the importance of the play as a story seems to have
been forgotten. But Shakespeare’s philosophy is not
legitimately open to discussion independently of his
characters. The dramatist should not be in evidence
a t all. The ethical value of Shakespeare’s plays as a
whole, for good or for evil, may occupy the attention of
commentators but i t is enough for the reader to know
that Hamlet’s theory of suicide is in flat contradiction
to that of Edgar in the play of “ King Lear,” while both
views a r e consistent with the temperaments of the
two men speaking them ; which view is Shakespeare’s it
is not our business to know. Perhaps he was too much
occupied in creating the opinions of his many and
varied characters to have any left for himself. The
practice of using Shakespeare’s plays to explain the
man Shakespeare leads to endless theories of a profitless
kind, and leads, besides, t o those errors which arise
from detaching soliloquies from the context and considering them independently of the characters.
The arguments brought forward in the BaconShakespeare controversy are a striking illustration of
imperfect knowledge, in this country, as to the conditions under which drama is written. While the
Baconians pride themselves on discovering a similarity
in the phrasleology or philosophical sentiments of t h e
two writers, they forget that Shakespeare was preeminent in t h e writing of drama, a n art that is as
difficult t o master as that of painting and music,
and one in which the hand of the amateur can be as
easily detected ; an a r t for which Bacon had slight
opportunities of training and showed n o aptitude. An
authoress! who wrote the most entertaining novelettes
and described her characters so vividly that they stood
out from the page as living personalities, was once
asked why she never made them speak. Her answer
was : “ I have no talent for writing dialogue ; the
moment my characters speak for themselves they cease
t o be the same people.” Undoubtedly Bacon would
have given the same answer to anyone attributing to
him the gift of dramatic writing.
Even a wide
difference exists between the art of writing dialogue
in a novel and in a play. The novelist has innumerable
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means of escape from difficulties that beset the
dramatist. The skill required for successfully conducting the action of a play by means of dialogue puts
the dramatist’s art outside the reach of ail b u t the few
and the specially gifted.
i t is the fault of educated opinion in this country
that everything belonging to the stage is put down on
t h e side of frivolity ; it is never regarded as serious
work. An advertisement a few years ago was sent
by the Elizabethan Stage Society to a scholastic
journal published a t one of our Universities announcing
a performance of Marlowe’s “Edward II. ” then about
to be revived on the stage for the first time for over
300 years.
The advertisement was refused on the
ground that “theatrical notices ” were not inserted in
a paper devoted exclusively to literature and education.
Presumably had a printed copy of the play been
advertised, no protest would have been made. In fact,
the poetical drama is of no importance in our
educational curriculum beyond giving professors opportunities to lecture on it. Plays are to be treated as
literary compositions, “ Words, words, words ! ” That
which clothes the skeleton, gives it flesh and blood,
makes it vital and interesting, is unworthy of academic
consideration. N o doubt the modern conditions of the
stage are not of a kind to arouse interest amongst
scholars. They will tell you that our stage is entirely
given over to a spectacle or farce, and that it is more
profitable to stop at home and read Shakespeare’s
plays than to go and see them acted at the theatre.
But, as previously stated, the answer to this argument
is that neither publisher nor lecturer can persuade the
man-in-the-street to read his Shakespeare. The value,
then, of lectures on drama can be summed up in the
question, “ W h a t are professors of literature, commentators and editors doing to encourage a taste
among the people for the poetical drama, the works
of Shakespeare,
Marlowe,
Ben Jonson, Ford,
Massinger, Fletcher, Milton, Goldsmith and Sheridan ? ”
The answer is : “Next to nothing ! ” Notwithstanding
the achievement of nineteenth-century criticism, the
labours of historians and editors of Elizabethan
drama, and the progress made in the direction of an
intelligent appreciation of the chronology of dramatic
literature, yet to none of our men of letters can we
give the credit of creating a demand for the poetical
drama in the same way that the late Sir George Grove
may be said to have made classical music popular.
And Sir George Grove was not a musical conductor,
nor an impresario, nor even technically a musician ;
he was a musical critic who, instead of lecturing about
Mozart and Beethoven, determined to get the forgotten works of these masters performed. It must be
admitted, then, that the main cause of this stagnation
in things connected with the higher interests of the
stage is to be found in the want of sympathy which
exponents of literature show for acted drama.
The foregoing remarks are prompted by a leading
article which recently appeared in the “ Times. ” A
year ago Professor Gollancz announced that an anonymous donor had promised an annual grant of money
which was to be spent in “furthering the study of Shakespeare.” The sum is practically under the control of the
professor, though nominally stated as a gift to be administered under the auspices of the British Academy.
The wisdom of this proceeding, then, is doubtful,
because, Dr. Gollancz being himself professor of literature and lecturer on Shakespeare a t King’s College,
to provide him with funds “ t o further the study of
Shakespeare” is like endowing surgery to heal the
wounded. The surgeon will want to operate whether it
is needed or not. This grant will no doubt bring
renown to the British Academy, but it will not promote
the reading of Shakespeare.
Would our poet himself have felt honoured? M. Jusserand, we are told,
is to give the first public lecture, and we regret that so
eminent a diplomatist should be called upon to take part
in so foolish a business.
Anybody could speak the
requisite amount of platitudes; and the hundred guineas,
which will go into M. Jusserand’s pocket who does not
want them, might have given some equally talented but

needy scholar a year’s valuable work a t the Record
Office. The amusing point is that M. Jusserand being
a witty Frenchman has shown himself equal to the
occasion.
H e is asked to do a silly thing, and has
appropriately chosen a silly title, “ W h a t to expect of
Shakespeare. ” How admirable in its fatuity ! Of
course, M. Jusserand knows very well what ought to
be the title of his lecture, and that is, “ W h a t Shakespeare expects of the British Academy ”; but then this
might have suggested the reply that Shakespeare
expects deeds, not words, plays and not lectures. I t
shows considerable finesse on the part of M. Jusserand
to so wittily suggest what he ought not to do.
These remarks are bitter, and some readers might say
unnecessarily so. But it is inexpressibly sad to see the
stream empty itself into the ocean when water is so
badly needed on the land. W h a t might not five hundred pounds a year do for Shakespeare if only he
were here to say how it should be used ! The most
pressing need of the moment is to found a t our Universities a chair of Histrionic Art, so that the talkers
about drama may have some knowledge of what they
t a l k ; that they may grasp the fact that there is a
distinct art of the drama, with its own principles and its
own technique ; that they may inculcate respect for this
art and give themselves the opportunity of trying
their hands at its form of composition ; that they may
realise, in fact, what are its real difficulties. Something
practical can surely be done to get justice done to
Shakespeare's intentions upon the modern stage.
If professors of literature made it their business to
attend all Shakespearean performances and to publicly
criticise them instead of privately sneering at them,
managers would then realise that they had something
else to reckon with than a theatre full of amusement
seekers.
Above all things the man of letters should
recognise that if the poetical drama needs for its interpretation on the stage a special school of training for
its actors, then scholars and actors must combine to
create it ; for the one cannot do it without the help of
the other. Meanwhile something practical can be done
towards securing a larger proportion of intelligent playgoers. Dramatic literature should be studied under
more stimulating conditions than it is a t present; that
is to say every college should have its “ two trestles
and a board ” from which the poetical drama can be
declaimed, and by reviving the a r t of elocution give
new life to the poetical drama.

A LITTLE CLOUD.
Little cloud, whither away ?
Dies the long day,
Fades the far sky,
Gloaming is nigh.
Purple isle in a grey sea
The breeze loves thee;
Whispers he low,
And no gales blow.

RUTHPITTER.

SWEET WOODRUFF.
She hides in the wood leading up to the church,
As dainty as dimity under the birch,
Where the slender-legged robin sings down from his
perch ;
So fine and so tiny in vain you may search
For Sweet Woodruff.
Like a prim little maid in a green-printed dress,
With soft starry frills growing little and less,
Looking down from her waist which the winds scarcely
press,
Too cool and too pure for the chastest caress
Is Sweet Woodruff.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR.
PACIFISM.
Sir,--Mr. S. Verdad writes as if war were to-day actually
t h e expression of the people of one country towards the
population of another; as if anything undertaken by one
Government were the genuine expression of the attitude
of the people who support that Government. He treats of
international happenings as if these were prompted by something other than the ambitions of a group of world capitalists. T h e Press, the pulpits, are in large measure employed
for creating in the people at large a proper frame of mind
for the reception of military or other plans presently to be
put forward by a controlling official group.
T h e whole point is rather interestingly exemplified by the
way in which our American dailies have treated information
from over the Mexican border. Fully two years ago there
was not a newspaper office in New York that was not aware
that a widespread and very powerful insurgent movement
had been begun in Mexico, and was daily growing in
strength. More than a year ago uprisings had taken place
in the great majority of Mexican States, y e t not a word,
or scarcely a word, appeared in the daily Press of the
United States. There were a few radical o r revolutionary
periodicals that took u p the question and gave their readers
such accounts as could be obtained, but the magnificently
equipped New York newspapers had not a word to say.
I t was simply decided by universal agreement that so long
as there was any possibility of serious danger to American
finance from a disclosure of these facts they should be
kept under cover. Now that Wall Street has assured itself
that its own interests are to be protected in Mexico, no
matter which party is left in power at the end of the war,
that the revolution is to bring about merely a change of
administration, and not a fundamental alteration i n the
direction of greater democracy, Wall Street raises its finger
in assent and the newspapers blaze forth the interesting
news.
The fact is that the insurrectos, as well as the Diaz
Government, know that they must recognise United States
domination. Whether the army will descend upon Mexico
and compel such recognition depends entirely on what the
Maderists do when they get into office. I t now seems certain
that they are going to get there. I t now seems more than
certain that Madero has sold himself to American capital.
The question is, how much influence the more radical spirits
of the Mexican revolution, like Villareal, Magon, and
Fornaro, are going to have i n the new Government. If their
influence becomes dangerous, there will certainly be Wall
Street interference. There is one other thing that has restrained the army, or, rather, the official orders from its
Commander-in-Chief a t Washington, who is supposed to
control it, and that is the strangely enlightened attitude of
the American public toward this move on the part of Mr.
T a f t and his backers. I n spite of the flourish of trumpets
and the patriotic gabble about Fort-Sumpter-fifty-years-ago
that the newspapers have given us, the public at large has
shown comparatively little patriotic excitement over the mobilising of troops. T h e public really doesn’t seem excessively
delighted to have its army sent down for a mutual killing
exhibition between its own manhood and the people of a
neighbouring and friendly country, at a trifling public expense of several hundred thousand dollars a day. T h e
public doesn’t seem impressed with the profound patriotism
of the thing.
Wall Street, on the other hand, must get Mexico. Commercial possession of this territory is absolutely essential
It doesn’t
t o the continuance of Wall Street’s vitality.
matter particularly whether Mexico becomes a dependency
of the United States so long as the United States’ capitalists
are able to dictate terms to the Mexican Government. They
must have a n outlet for over-production. They must have
new fields for graft and new hoards of labour with which to
put down wages further North. It is a pretty long time
since thinkers have imagined that wars were caused by any
motive but commercial competition, and it now seems as
if even the unthinking public were beginning to see that
wars are to-day i n every case an effort to turn the minds of
the public from dangerous internal democratic legislation
and a n effort to open up new fields to the capital which has
exhausted the available profitable undertakings at home.
T h e new Democratic Congress has pledged itself to bring
about more changes fundamentally subversive to Wall
Street than have been accomplished perhaps in all the years
since our Civil War.
The conquest of Mexico by our
Government would be the most brilliant method conceivable
for sidetracking this promised legislation.
New York.
B. RUSSELLHERTS.
***

“ A HOLIDAY IN GAOL.”
Sir,-Lady
Constance Lytton justifies the use of
the
word
“meagre.”
She agrees that prison is
not a “rest cure,” and yet produces evidence in support of

the contention of the author of “ A Holiday in Gaol,” that
prisoners are better off in prison than in their own homes.
Lady Lytton is thinking of one class of prisoner only-the
casual labourer o r navvy, to whom, doubtless, prison is a
great luxury. and who would consider it better to live peacefully in gaol so long as beer and baccy were forthcoming,
a n d so enjoy the few years allotted to him in this life, than
to make the rounds of the earth looking for soft jobs that
never turn up. But there is another kind of prisoner to
whom prison under any circumstance must be destructive.
Many women with fine qualities of character, delicate
a n d refined, have gone to prison i n pursuit of their resolve
to obtain the vote. According to them, though they may
have anticipated a rest cure, it was not forthcoming. On
the contrary, they found prison only served to wreck both
body and mind. This is the effect on all who are not made
for prison. There are some eminent persons who hold the
view that prison is made for everybody, and, I suppose,
everybody is made for prison. They are eminent humbugs.
Briefly speaking, every community is composed of two
classes, that which is made for prison and that which is
not. T h e facts which I have termed overwhelming are
drawn from the latter class. I n my view, if evidence is
forthcoming of the murder or mutilation by our prison
system of one person of precious genius it is a far greater
indictment of that system than 10,000 petty facts on a
question of convenience. The single. case of Wilde is overwhelming evidence. He died of brain consumption accelerated by confinement in prison. Likewise the case of one
woman of distinction o r ability permanently injured by
prison treatment is a crushing indictment of that treatment.
This is the evidence which was so difficult to obtain till
suffragettes freely went to prison This is the evidence we
ask shall be put on record. We want more light on the
destruction of the soul of the nation by its tyrannical and
obsolete institutions. Apparently Lady Constance Lytton
has none to offer. Her facts are solely concerned with the
body.
HUNTLY
CARTER.

*

*

*

Sir,-May I remind you how, some ages since, I wrote
a n article on things the suffragettes had seen in prison,
from notes dictated to me by Miss Sylvia Pankhurst? But
you will scarcely need to be reminded nor of how when
the Row started, the precious Committee with its intention
(not then suspected) of saving its own skin at anyone’s cost,
left me to stand it all. I nearly ruined THE NEW AGE
by stating facts which the suffragettes afterwards thought
it more convenient to hush up. “ N o side issues” was the
phrase passed round, as, of course, everybody knows now.
Lady Constance Lytton was, with one sole exception that I
remember-I believe it was Miss Dora Marsden-the first
to be allowed anything like a free hand in describing the
miseries of the wretched common prisoners. The W.S.P.U.
officials published regarding these prisoners just so much
as might make political capital for themselves: with the
Neoptolemic result that dozens of militants were ill-treated
in prison before the public, more humane than the suffragettes, revolted.
The hands these detestable hypocrites
fawned upon-the nice kind doctors and the dear wardresses
who were only “doing their duty,” soon were holding the
feeding-tube and the hose-pipe. Not only were the militants
themselves personally injured, but politicians grinned to see
that T h e Women, for the sake of grinding their own tinpot
axe, were not going to prejudice their Cause by any hampering humanistic f a d s So late as the Dickman case, I, personally, witnessed the lengths to which the W.S.P.U. Policy
is carried against humanity.
BEATRICEHASTINGS.

*

*

*

CRIMINALS IN THE MAKING.

Sir,-You
occasionally publish one-act plays. Here is
one whose probable ending, only hinted at, is still stark
clear.
The scene is Hayward’s Heath police-court.
Dramatis Personae: Usual collection of Bumbles on and off
the bench, Prisoner, prisoner’s mother and father, a Handkerchief, and the Proud Spirit of the Poor. T h e Prisoner,
Allan Stemp, aged twelve, has been on Probation, i.e.,
licensed victim of a Bumble, in this case a certain Miss
Little. Allan’s vice is to be adventurous. He will get over
fences. Consider him, wherefore. under probation which
particularly interdicts climbing walls.
The Clerk: There is a complaint, Mrs. Stemp, that your
son has not behaved himself properly, and you are liable
to forfeit your recognisances or go to prison.
Miss Little: I saw him climb over a fence and go into a
cottage garden. He was very rude to me, and ran away.
His mother brought him down to see me that night,
although she knows my hours are from S to I O a.m.
Mrs. Stemp: I brought him to apologise at once for climbing the wall. His ball was kicked over and he went
to fetch it. H e is not a rude boy usually.
Miss Little: Mrs. Stemp was not there, Sir. Her statements
are incorrect. This boy was brought u p the first time for
trespassing. H e was abominably rude to me.
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Mrs. Stemp: His schoolmaster gives him a good character.
The Chairman: This is a very serious matter. W e are not
going to stand it. W e adjourn the case for six weeks,
and if the boy’s report is bad then, he shall go to a n
industrial school, and you will have to pay for him. As
for you, my boy, if you go on like this, prison will be
the end of you.
(Here Mrs. Stemp and the Handkerchief do their
little bit together, while the Proud Spirit of the Poor
ascends to the dock upon the brow of the prisoner’s
father.)
Mr. Stemp : I n what way has my boy so misbehaved himself
to be talked to like t h a t ?
The Clerk: The case bas been dealt with and you must
stand down.
The Chairman: W e are much indebted to Miss Little for
bringing this matter forward. W e shall certainly support her.
Superintendent Brooman (Yes! Our old friend, who has
sent to reformatories so many boys from this district,
the villain of the Coal Drama, still in favour, still
Bumbling away as hard as ever): T h e Stemp case is a
most difficult one for Miss Little to deal with. You
could see what the father was like from his behaviour
in the box.
The Chairman: Yes, we could.
Brooman: The mother is just as bad.
The Chairman: They’ll find the law too strong for them.(“ Mid-Sussex Times,” March 21 .)
[CURTAIN.]
Not very hard to guess the finale. Little boy too much
of a boy to stop climbing walls. Miss Little’s dignity inexorable. (However closely did she shadow her victim to be
herself on the spot when he climbed?) Brooman, the boy. tut, tut-give yourself up, Allan! go into prehater
ventive detention a t once and for life-you’ll never be safe!
Your mother a n d father both had the cheek to defend you.
They’ll be larned something for that.
Sir, I’m afraid this drama is badly constructed, but Life
never seems to consider the stage. I t happened exactly as
i t is written, and if any of your Hayward’s Heath readers
think with me, that that bench of magistrates, now famous
for boy persecution, is a menace to the county, I hope they
will write and say so. I enclose my card. I dare not risk
my name while Brooman and Co. are in power, for my two
boys a r e absolute simians i n the matter of climbing, and,
besides, awfully cheeky.
PATERFAMILIAS.

.. .

***

Sir,-I

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE KING.
beg your publication of the following letter.

c. M.

Sire,--The favourable reception accorded to Mr. Cecil
Chesterton’s sympathetic epistles to the harassed Lords has
emboldened me to give expression to the feelings of pity,
of compassion, of respect and of admiration with which a
commoner cannot but regard your Majesty when he observes
you standing, superb and supreme, on the snow-capped
peak of isolation while there drifts upwards to your ears
the ring of the hammer-strokes as the exulting democracy
pieces and joins together the massive scaffold o n which it
purposes to slay you, a willing victim to its insatiable lust
for gorgeous magnificence and show.
Democracy observed as a present fact and not as a distant
theory is seen to be a n uncut stone of flaring faults and
few fine facets. I t boasts much vice and little virtue: the
qualities of its defects rather than the defects of its qualities :
force gained at the expense of education, discipline and civilisation. I t is the great blind beast of contemporary politics
-minus the greatness and blindness.
Its morals and habits are bestial. It is merciless to those
who have fallen into its grasp, intolerant of what it cannot
understand, and, above all, criminally self-indulgent, sacrificing all and sundry with brutal indiscrimination on the
altar of its desires.
Thus it happens that your coronation, a ceremony which
should be performed with the quiet dignity befitting your
position as Chief Civil Servant, is to be carried out with all
the tawdry and blatant splash which must be a s repulsive
to you as it is dear to the vulgar instincts of all sections of
the democracy. A ceremony that should express the national
nobility is to be debased to the lowest level of cosmopolitan
lewdness. Under the shadow of your crown American
women will be bartered for English titles, and in the folds
of your robes the higher prostitution will flourish. Plutocracy will stalk rampant through the streets of your capital,
pointing the finger of scorn at Man crucified upon the cross
of gold.
But apart from this irreverence and want of taste which
is too glaring to be pitiful a n d too puerile to be disgusting,
the cruelty to which your person is subjected excites my
sympathy. Headline humanity in general, speaking through
the columns of that daily organ “whose praise blisters and

whose blame is balm,” seems determined that you shall
escape no function, no banquet, no ball that may tickle
its palate f o r amusement. Every day London rings with
the news of some fresh torture devised for you, and t h e
provinces re-echo the cry. T h e utter lack of consideration
for those physical frailties to which we all are liable, t h e
attitude of mind that sees in you an automaton rather than,
a man, the boorish nonchalance with which your masters
overwork you are grating anomalies in these days of Workmen’s Compensation Acts. It seems the most poisonous shaft
i n the well-stocked quiver of illogicality that w e should
treat you, whose services we pretend to value so highly, with
less respect than we mete out to our most ill-paid and worthless servants.
Doomed to acquiescence, your only revenge is to make it
a smiling acquiescence. Your hoisting of the public with
its own petard by ingratiating yourself with the middle
classes, or, as some wag has phrased it, pour initiation of
the motto, “Bible and Babies,” is a subtle and ingenious
move that commands my admiration and encourages me to
wish that the success they deserve may attend your efforts.
With your permission I will but add that my indignation
a t the treatment you are receiving at our hands deepens t o
resentment when I consider the want of chivalry that condemns your consort to like indignities, and subscribe myself,
Your Majesty’s Sympathetic Admirer,
CYRIL C. MANDELL.

*

*

*

SEX AND SUPERMAN.
Sir,--Mr. Randall does not now dispute the only point of
my contention that I am seriously concerned to defend,
namely, that those to whom sex is something of paramount
importance may or may not be supermen. I still believe
that in the sexual habits of supermen there will always
exist, whether we can indicate it or not, something characteristic of their greatness, just as in all their deeds and
words. T h e mere crude fact of abstemiousness or the reverse does not, of course, carry us far. As to this, we
appear to be i n agreement.
I take leave to doubt Mr. Randall’s dictum that ”you
cannot guess a man’s habits from his writings.” Mr. Jacob.
Tonson has expressed much the same opinion, but this is
hardly consistent with his enthusiasm for Mr. Frank Harris’s
book on Shakespeare. “Guess” is hardly the w o r d but a
skilful psychologist can infer something, I should say. My
observation leads me to suspect that bachelors tend to
become somewhat foul-mouthed, and possibly the “ chastity”’
of Rabelais, Swift, and Sterne may not be unrelated to the
lubricity of their literary works. Eroticism and impotency
are also not infrequently associated.
I have read “ T h e New Machiaveili,” and while I agree
that Remington is no superman, I do not agree that he is
quite an ordinary person. That is going too far. H e is an
exception to the rule observed by La Rochefoucauld.: “On
passe souvent de l’amour à l’ambition, mais o n ne revient
guère de l’ambition à l’amour.” And Mr. Wells suggests,
rightly or wrongly, that this rule is likely in the future to
be more honoured in the breach than the observance. Mr.
Sinclair’s view that Remington’s revolt against the conventional code might be of more consequence than his abandoned political task seems to me by no means extravagant.
However, he can fight his own battles. I n conclusion, let
me say that I was not dragged into the arena, but entered
it voluntarily, and see no reason to regret having done so.
I will now make my bow to Mr. Randall and retire.
C. J. WHITBY,M.D.

*

*

*

BERGSON AND PARIS.
Sir,-I hope to correct the impression which Mr. Huntly
Carter had of the all-pervading influence of Bergson in
Paris, when I state here my observation that the great
intuitional philosopher is very popular among foreign artists.
and students in the Latin Quarter, but not a t all among
Frenchmen. I asked several students at the Sorbonne, and
especially members of the Ecole Normale Supérieure, who
represent fairly well the tendencies of the young French
generation, for a n explanation of this apparently queer fact.
This was mostly the answer: “You see, we Frenchmen are
by tradition, education and temperament, rationalists. W e
don’t trust a man who puts at the end of his thinking, as
the solution of all problems, the word ‘intuition.’ The
most scientific attitude after our taste is still a positivistic.
T h a t is the reason why Durkheim, who follows in his sociology the lines of Comte, is our philosophical leader at the
Sorbonne, while Bergson is appreciated only by foreigners.”
I n connection with such a statement it may be interesting
to hear that Bergson’s mother was English. So light falls
on the strange phenomenon of a French philosopher, who,
has a typically Germanic way of thinking, who is strongly
influenced by the Anglo-Saxon James, Dewey and Schiller,.
and who has his only living equal in the German Husserl.
Gottingen.
GUSTAV HÜBENER
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A P.S.A.
Sir,-Finding ourselves on Sunday i n Ditchling-on-Sea,
without any literature, we were driven to rely upon memories
of o u r favourite authors. W e forward our summaries for
the benefit of your readers who may sometime find themselves in a similar situation.
K. M. AND B. H.
MR. BART KENNEDY.
A grim day. Too full and pregnant swelled the sky. I
looked out of the window. I n at my room. Struck a match
-and kindled my pipe. With a sort of bloody anger-fist
clenched over knotted hand bones, I dreamed of the world.
T h e world as it is. This place. This stewpot of Fine
Endeavour, this melting-pot of Rancid Waste and Fever.
Ants. On the floor I observed the greenish whiteness of
my Sunday newspaper. Like black ants the letters swarming. I looked deeper. I saw buildings where these ants
fashioned this greenish whiteness. I saw the sweat pour
from their wizened bodies into the oily maw of the machines.
I heard in the clanging crying of these automatic
monsters-hand-fed
by them-the
crying clangour of the
inarticulate. T h e n deeper. And all over the world. Little
figures-ants again-yes, strangely ants-sinking their contorted vision-pen-digging in public offal. I plunged. And
this greenish whiteness became significant-flew like the flag
of England-with a dry crackling over my red thoughts.
I looked out of the window.
I opened it.
I was
passionately sick.
MR. G . K. CHESTERTON.
There is a broom-stick in my garden. The bristles shining yellow a s ripe corn, a n d observing from the wadded
chair of my Sunday musings the long, pure, unbroken line
of the handle, I appreciate, for the first time, most
fully and completely, the charm of the witches’ progressthe fascination of broomsticks. Magic in this clean and intimate weapon by day, those yellow bristles turn a dull gold
at evening time and change at nightfall to a thick, mysterious darkness. I find myself regretting my complete
abandon to my English dinner, and I long to leap from
my wadded wrappings and straddle the broomstick for the
one, great, simple adventure. For it seems to me that
adventure can only be sought after in the near consciousness
of very beautiful, homely things. Things which have felt
the good grip of our hands, watching and guarding us a s
the crucifix the fingers of a little nun telling the shining
length of her rosary. I want to combine, and call “sister”
the broom sweeping the untroubled glory of my Bickensfield
hillsides with that plaintive swishing down the London area
steps of my lighter-my very much lighter-so my friends
I protest that the one is a s romantic as the
tell me-youth.
other. . . A new broom sweeps clean is fine enough to
scroll the spring heavens and thrill the soul with rare,
mysterious unity of thought as a barrel-organ grinding out
a Catholic chant in a half-forgotten street at evening time.
MR. RICHARDLE GALLIENNE.
Like country children i n starched pinafores, soberly and
a little tearfully gathered together at Sunday school, the
pansies star my garden walks. There is long grass in the
orchard, lush and thickly green .
it swings in sombre
rhythm. And over the grass fall the frail, shattering petals
of apple-blossom. .
April Showers came into my study,
with a blue ribbon dropped from the amber curls of Shining Feet. She said : ‘(Darling, do I disturb y o u ? ” and as I
kissed her, she drooped her fragrant bosom over my
shoulder. I answered: “ F o r your dear question, I shall
read you my poem.” April Showers clapped her hands.
Lush and thickly green,
Ah ! why must I think of graves !
Of lovers that might have been,
Under these swinging waves.
My sad soul could not rest
Till April knocked my door,
Leaning her delicate breast
Over me-as of yore.
She cried-“ Beloved, see
T h e apple-blossom fall
Like angels’ feathers a-free
From winter‘s barren pall.”
From the room above we heard Shining Feet cry out as
though in pain. She put her finger to her lips, subtly
Little Feathers! Little Shining Feet!
smiling. . .
M R . ALFRED AUSTEN.
Droop ye no more-ye stalwart oaken trees,
For mourning time is spent and put awayRed, white and blue unfurls, the morning breeze
Bring leaves-strew leaves for Coronation Day.
And thrill along your mighty, crusted bark,
King George, our Sailor King, goes to be crowned,
Your limbs have nursed his navy-the long mark
Of his wide Empire by your arms is bound.

.
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Bud roses! scatter at the matron feet
Of his proud consort, Mary, all your bloom.
Let Englishman the bronzed Colonial meet
I n brotherhood-and weave upon the loomOf this great Empire stronger, deeper tiesTies that shall hold 11,000 miles.
Perhaps in some far Heaven of the skies
Edward the Peace-maker looks down and smiles.

MR. EDENPHILLPOTTS.
As usual I was out and about the moor. It ran up misty
to the skyline, only the delicate morning petals glimmeringbetween green blades, at the t i p of each which a dewdrop
ready to flutter its opalescent upon my umbrous boots . .
and wave upon wave now rising, foaming away like very
sea to the empyrean . . with a shadow where the signpost white and stark on the road below the red-roofed
farm led the eye towards Burryzizzer lying like a maid
amid the heather . . . the meaning- of the familiar and yet
. . I saw a gleam of rounded whiteness . . nay, creamness, milkness
something-a sensation of approachi n g primevalness.
Then I saw that the woman was trying to feed a child
which lay cooing and slapping her magnificent breasts.
She made no movement though I approached as the crow
flies. “ T e l l me your story,” I cried. “ F e a r not; your
history will be sacred to the public.” Her great, round,
deep, shining, hard eyes searched mine and I blinked, sorry.
for her. T h e woman always pays! StilI she said nothing,
but mechanically buttoned u p her dress. “Ah, don’t,” I
cried; “don’t let a mere accident embitter thee so. T h e e
knows we’m all frail. Confide, poor toad, in me, a stranger,
but almost a woman myself. Tell me the fellow’s name
and I’ll write a book about him un he’ll marry ’ee or thou’lt
have h i sb l o o d in the end.” Still those luscious lips were
sealed. She lifted the child and rose at Iast, and I saw my
next story vanishing. However, one of the old ones with
new names would serve (I know my hydropathic public).
Suddenly she dealt m e a sounding box o n the ears. And I
recognised her hand. She had done the s a m ething twice
before.
“Tha’ll feel Tom’s boot if thee stops here a
minute,’’ she murmured, and went towards the farm.
MR. ARNOLD BENNETT.
I n Pottinghame High Street, at seventeen minutes past
three on a certain Sunday in the year of our Lord eighteen
hundred and ninety-five, the fine dust was stirring. It was
round,. grey, piercing, sandy dust that rose and fell with
precocious senility; for the month was June, and June is
early for dust. Out of one of the vacant-looking, but
actually swarming, two-storeyed houses that run monotonously up one side and down the other, a girl leaned. She
threw out faded flowers, violets and a wallflower, and disappeared. Her bedroom expressed a character a t once
original and passive. T‘ne neatness of enforced nonconformity ruled her collars and shoes, but a bright blue
petticoat, frilled with dyed lace, betokened a side of its
owner’s ’nature, perhaps unsuspected by Pottinghame, perhaps never to be suspected by Pottinghame, p e r h a s better.
never to be suspected by Pottinghame. For Pottinghame
is a town whereof someone said somewhere that its influence
and its decree were unique. Once a Pottinghammer, always
a Pottinghammer. Let Pottinghame pronounce benediction,
the Pottinghammer went blessed : but let Pottinghame pronounce malediction, the Pottinghammer went cursed. And
the influence aforesaid of Pottinghame upon the Pottinghammer lasted just as long. Tinker, tailor, be you, gentleman or novelist, a Pottinghammer never gets away from
Pottinghame.
The family of the Luke Pilders were below awaiting
Susan’s advent to pour out tea. T h e little parlour bore
curiously that same distinctive touch as above signified by
the output of stiff cuffs and dyed lace. No house in Pottinghame could be complete of course without.
(To be continued until 1950.)
MR. H. G . WELLS.
So we stowed Biology a n d got to business.
“Why not ? ” she asked.
“Affairs,” I replied, laconically. She understood, and
moaned a little. My heart-strings creaked-a man’s heartstrings.
“ D Owhat you will with me.”
“ Damn! ” I burst out.
So we stowed Biology a n d got to business.
“England ! ” I snarled. “ Pah-England will have to do
the best she can without me.
You’re my England now,
curse you, bless you.”
She fell at my knees, clinging, weeping, smiling : “ God ! “
The epithet seemed to be torn out of her. I wondered. . . .
“ You won’t expect too much, Anthelesia ? ’’
“Only three girls and three boys.”
“Curse the expense,” I said.
So we stowed Biology and got to business.
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Addlestone,

formed Diet. Individual Instruction. Careful Preparation for Public
Examinations. Healthy District. Highest References.--Apply PRINCIPAL.

Dialogue with T w o Parsons.”
Vol. IV. ZION’S WORKS in Free Libraries.

“

O A K S H O T T HANGER. Hawkley, Hants. An Open-air Holiday

Home and Rest Cure. O en air Sleeping Shelters. 34 acres wooded
hillside. 750 feet above sea-lever Adults £1 5s. weekly, children from 15s.

SCHOOL O F NATURAL

ELOCUTION

AND

VOICE

PRODUCTION (Established 1899).--Royalty Chambers, Royalty Theatre,
Dean Street, Soho.

SICKERT

SCHOOL O F PAINTING

AND

ETCHING,

Rowlandson House, 140,Hampstead Road.

S T U D I O . 19, FITZROY STREET.--Paintings and Drawings

by Bevan, Drummond, Gilman, Ginner, Gore, Hudson John Lamb,
Pissaro, A. Rothenstein. and Sands. Open daily, Free--11 a.m.
p.m.,
2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Saturday At Homes as usual --JOHN HIGGINS,Secretary.

to

UNITARIANISM AN AFFIRMATIVE FAITH.”

“

The

Unitarian Argument ” (Biss), “ Eternal Punishment ” (Stopford Brooke),
Atonement (Page Hopps), given post free.-Miss BARMBY,
Mount Pleasant,
Sidmouth.
“

Of all Booksellers, or from the Publisher,

FRANK PALMER, 13, Red Lion Ct., London.

The Simple

“

WWINDOWS

TO

VIEW

THE

CORONATION

PRO-

CESSION.-Two Windows comfortably accommodating 4 people each
and directly overlooking the line of route near the British Museum, are to Let:
preferably for a party.-Apply Box 75, NEW AGEOffice

Life in the

Even if you cannot get a sun-bath in Cheapside you c a n
get a simple-life, pure-food, non-flesh luncheon a t t h e H o m e
Restaurant-a
luncheon balanced in food-value, appealing t o
eye and palate, attractively served in restful surroundings.
Come, see, taste, enjoy and give thanks-at t h e cash-desk.

City

The Home Restaurant
3 1 , Friday Street,

. . . E.C.

(Between Cannon Street and Queen Victoria Street)

Sensible Meals for Brainy Men.

PEN
NEPTUNE

